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DISCLAIMER 

This document is furnished on an "AS IS" basis and neither The Center nor its members provides 

any representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness, 

noninfringement, or fitness for a particular purpose of this document, or any document referenced 

herein. Any use or reliance on the information or opinion in this document is at the risk of the user, 

and The Center and its members shall not be liable for any damage or injury incurred by any person 

arising out of the completeness, accuracy, or utility of any information or opinion contained in the 

document.  

The Center reserves the right to revise this document for any reason including, but not limited to, 

changes in laws, regulations, or standards promulgated by various entities, technology advances, or 

changes in equipment design, manufacturing techniques, or operating procedures described, or 

referred to, herein.  

This document is not to be construed to suggest that any company modify or change any of its 

products or procedures, nor does this document represent a commitment by The Center or any of 

its members to purchase any product whether or not it meets the characteristics described in the 

document. Unless granted in a separate written agreement from The Center, nothing contained 

herein shall be construed to confer any license or right to any intellectual property. This document 

is not to be construed as an endorsement of any product or company or as the adoption or 

promulgation of any guidelines, standards, or recommendations. 
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1 Scope 

1.1 Introduction and Purpose 

This document specifies the required data interoperability standards and profiles for the Center for 

Medical Interoperability ‘Phase 1’ Data Interoperability initiative based on the IHE Patient Care 

Devices (PCD) Device Enterprise Communication (DEC) Technical Framework using HL7 V2.6 

messaging and IEEE 11073 nomenclature.  The IHE IT Infrastructure (ITI) Profiles regarding 

Consistent Time (CT) and Patient Administration Management (PAM/PDQ) are also specified.   

This document also specifies the IEEE 11073-10101* nomenclature standards used by the IHE PCD 

DEC Technical Framework and the NIST Rosetta Terminology Mapping Management Service 

(RTMMS) that provides an on-line repository of the IEEE 11073 nomenclature and co-constraints 

viewed as essential for conformance test.  The NIST Test Tools are also required for initial 

conformance testing. 

Although the IHE PCD domain currently defines nine profiles and twenty transactions, the Center’s 

Phase 1 Data Interoperability initiative will initially focus on the IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 

‘Communicate Device Data’ transaction that supports periodic transfer of vital signs observations, 

followed by other IHE PCD profiles and supplements.1 

1.2 Requirements 

Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the significance of particular 

requirements are capitalized.2  These words are listed below and are defined by [IETF-RFC2119]: 

"SHALL" This word means that the item is an absolute requirement of this specification. 

"SHALL NOT" This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of this specification. 

"SHOULD" This word means that there may exist valid reasons in particular 

circumstances to ignore this item, but the full implications should be 

understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing a different course. 

"SHOULD NOT" This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in particular 

circumstances when the listed behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the 

full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before 

implementing any behavior described with this label. 

                                                             

1 Informative note re likely next profiles:  Subscribe to Patient Data (SPD PCD-02), Patient Infusion Verification (PIV PCD-03), 

Infusion Pump Event Communication (IPEC PCD-10) and Alert Communication Management (ACM PCD-04, -06, -07 and -05). 
2 IEEE standards and IHE profiles use lower-case ‘shall’ and ‘may’. 
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"MAY" This word means that this item is truly optional. One vendor may choose to 

include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because it 

enhances the product, for example; another vendor may omit the same item. 

2 References 

2.1 Normative References 

In order to claim compliance with this specification, it is necessary to conform to the following 

standards and other works as indicated, in addition to the other requirements of this specification. 

Notwithstanding, intellectual property rights may be required to use or implement such normative 

references.  

All references are subject to revision, and parties to agreement based on this specification are 

encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the documents 

listed below. 

[IHE-PCD-TF-1] IHE Patient Care Device (PCD) Technical Framework, Volume 1, IHE PCD TF-

1, Profiles (Revision 7.0 – Final Text, November 9, 2017) 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol1.pdf 

[IHE-PCD-TF-2] IHE Patient Care Device (PCD) Technical Framework, Volume 2, IHE PCD TF-

2, Transactions  (Revision 7.0 – Final Text, November 9, 2017) 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol2.pdf 

[HL7-V2.6] Health Level Seven International HL7 V2.6 can be licensed and downloaded 

from  

http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=1

45.  The no cost licensing program is described at 

http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/nocost.cfm. 

[HL7-V2.8.2-PRT] The IHE PCD DEC Technical Framework (2017-11-09) uses elements from 

HL7 V2.8.2, specifically regarding the use of the PRT segment to convey the 

FDA-defined ‘Universal Device Identifier’ (UDI), patient location and other 

information. 

The use of the PRT segment and other HL7 V2 protocol elements beyond HL7 V2.6 by the IHE 

PCD DEC Technical Framework, profiles, and supplements is summarized below. 

Transaction Description 

ACM PCD-04 The PRT segment optionally identifies additional specific persons to which the alert 

message is to be sent. 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol1.pdf
http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol2.pdf
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=145
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=145
http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/nocost.cfm
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ACM PCD-05 The PRT segment identifies the specific persons to which the alert message was sent. 

[Although implementation of PCD-05 is optional, the use of the PRT segment in this 

message is not optional.] 

ACM The ACM profile utilizes the ORU_R40 message type for alert reporting (PCD-04) and 

ORA_R42 for alert status reporting (PCD-05), both of which are beyond HL7 

v2.6.  [This is not optional, with the exception that Japan has a national extension to 

continue to use ORU_R01 in the PCD-04 message, and as of July 2017, we are 

unaware of anyone in Japan implementing the PCD-05 message which makes use of 

ORA_R42.] 

MEM-LS The IHE PCD MEM-LS profile (currently at TI status) uses the PRT segment in Report 

Location Observation (PCD-16 ‘RLO’) messages to identify the person associated 

with location observations.  When identifying the location of a person, this use of the 

PRT segment is not optional. 

Other profiles Other IHE PCD transactions are permitted to use the HL7 2.8.2 PRT segment to 

convey the FDA UDI, as well as to record and report persons, organizations, 

locations, and things, the latter using a variety of unique identifiers, including, but 

not limited to, the FDA UDI, RFID, IEEE EUI-64, and bar codes, as currently specified 

in the IHE PCD DEC TF Vol 2 (2017).  [Although OBX-18 is currently used to identify 

devices, the PRT segment must be used to convey the FDA UDI.] 

 

[IEEE-10101-

2004] 

Health informatics – Point-of-care medical device communication –  

Part 10101: Nomenclature  (ISO/IEEE 11073-10101:2004) 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10101-2004.html 

Defines a comprehensive vital signs nomenclature suitable for patient monitors, infusion pumps, 

anesthesia machines, and ventilators and other devices. 

[IEEE-10101a-

2015] 

Health informatics – Point-of-care medical device communication –  

Part 10101: Nomenclature – Amendment 1:  Additional Definitions 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10101a-2015.html 

This is a significant extension to the ISO/IEEE 11073-10101:2004 base nomenclature standard, 

covering terminology for over a dozen medical devices, with a strong focus on respiratory, 

ventilators, and anesthesia. 

[IHE-ITI-TF-1] IHE IT Infrastructure (ITI) Technical Framework, Volume 1 (ITI TF-1), 

Integration Profiles (Revision 14.0 – Final Text, July 21, 2017) 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol1.pdf 

The IHE IT Infrastructure Technical Framework identifies and specifies the subset of functional 

components and standards for sharing healthcare information across the healthcare enterprise.  

IHE PCD uses three ITI profiles:  Consistent Time (CT), Patient Administration Management 

(PAM), and Patient Demographics Query (PDQ). 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10101-2004.html
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10101a-2015.html
http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol1.pdf
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[IHE-ITI-TF-2a] 

 

IHE IT Infrastructure (ITI) Technical Framework, Volume 2a (ITI TF-2a), 

Integration Transactions Part A – Sections 3.1 – 3.28 (Revision 14.0 – Final 

Text, July 21, 2017) 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol2a.pdf 

Defines the mandatory ‘Maintain Time’ [ITI-1] transaction for the Consistent Time (CT) profile. 

Defines the ‘Patient Demographics Query’ [ITI-21] transaction (PDQ is less frequently used 

than PAM). 

[IHE-ITI-TF-2b] 

 

IHE IT Infrastructure (ITI) Technical Framework, Volume 2b (ITI TF-2b), 

Integration Transactions Part B– Sections 3.29 – 3.64 (Revision 14.0 – Final 

Text, July 21, 2017) 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol2b.pdf 

Defines the ‘Patient Identity Management’ [ITI-30] transaction to transmit patient 

demographics information. 

 

2.2 Normative NIST Terminology and Test Tools 

[NIST-RTMMS] NIST Rosetta Terminology Mapping Management System (RTMMS) 

https://rtmms.nist.gov/ 

The RTMMS functions are listed below.  An on-line and downloadable Users Guide is available. 
MyRosetta–  Vendor specific terms (registration required) 

Rosetta –  Public vendor and standard terms 

Units –  Units of measure (MDC with mappings to UCUM, dimensionality, unit-groups) 

Enums –  Enumerated values 

hRTM –  Harmonized Rosetta (880+ terms with units, enums, and measurement-site co-constraints) 

Groups –  Term groups (to facilitate development and documentation) 

IEEE 11073 to LOINC Mapping – Mapping of 600+ IEEE 11073 hRTM to LOINC terms (registration required) 

X73 –  Published IEEE 11073 Nomenclature Standards (registration required) 

[NIST-hRTM] NIST RTMMS ‘Harmonized Rosetta’ 

The Harmonized Rosetta contains 880+ IEEE 11073 terms with units, enums, and 

measurement-site co-constraints. 

[NIST-PCD-

Instance] 

IHE-PCD Connectathon message ‘instance’ Test Tool 

http://ihe-pcd-con.nist.gov/PCD-HL7WebCon/ 

This tool is used to test standalone message instances, e.g. an HL7 V2 message, against the rules 

defined by the underlying specifications and profiles.  This form of testing does not directly involve 

a system under test, but rather a testing artifact that was produced by the system under test.  

Testing that can be performed by the developer using a web-based interface.  The ‘Test Cases 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol2a.pdf
http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/ITI/IHE_ITI_TF_Vol2b.pdf
https://rtmms.nist.gov/
http://ihe-pcd-con.nist.gov/PCD-HL7WebCon/
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Index’ tab on this page allows one of several IHE PCD profiles and test cases to be selected and the 

‘Test Cases Validator’ performs the message conformance test.  User registration is not required. 

[NIST PCD 

Isolated] 

IHE-PCD Pre-Connectathon ‘isolated’ system Test Tool 

http://ihe-pcd-precon.nist.gov/PCD-HL7WebPreCon/ 

This tool tests a single vendor system that interacts with test agents and/or validators.  The test is 

conducted with one or more standard(s) or one or more specification(s).  User registration is 

recommended but not required. 

2.3 Informative References 

This specification uses the following informative references. 

[IHE-PCD-TF-3] IHE Patient Care Device (PCD) Technical Framework, Volume 3, IHE PCD TF-

3, Semantic Content  (Revision 7.0 – Final Text, November 9, 2017) 3 

http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol3.pdf 

[IEEE-10102-

2012] 

Health informatics – Point-of-care medical device communication –  

Part 10102: Nomenclature – Annotated ECG  (ISO/IEEE 11073-10102-2012) 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10102-2012.html 

The ECG lead designators defined by -10102 are used by IHE PCD DEC, ACM, and WCM for 

enterprise numeric and waveform data exchange.  The aECG lead designators have also been 

adopted by ANSI/HL7 V3 ECG, R1-2004 (R2009); HL7 V3 IG aECG R1 (2005); DICOM Supplement 

128 (2008), and EN1064 (EN1064:2005+A1:2007). 

[IEEE-10201-

2004] 

Health informatics – Point-of-care medical device communication –  

Part 10201: Domain Information Model  (ISO/IEEE 11073-10201:2004) 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10201-2004.html 

Defines the objects and their relationships in a Domain Information Model for vital signs data 

transfer and defines a service model for standardized communication.  [Required elements of 

this standard have been incorporated in the IHE PCD DEC Technical Framework.] 

[IEEE-20101-

2004] 

Health informatics – Point-of-care medical device communication –  

                                                             

3 Informative note:  The IHE PCD TF-3 is not sufficiently complete to be considered normative at the present time, and much 

of its content has already been captured in a computable format in the NIST RTMMS, as identifier and attribute value-sets, 

co-constraints, and containment models. 

http://ihe-pcd-precon.nist.gov/PCD-HL7WebPreCon/
http://www.ihe.net/uploadedFiles/Documents/PCD/IHE_PCD_TF_Vol3.pdf
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10102-2012.html
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-10201-2004.html
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Part 10101: Application Profile – Base Standard  (ISO/IEEE 11073-

20101:2004) 

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-20101-2004.html 

This standard defines a communication model and an information model. The communication 

model describes the layers 5 to 7 of the OSI 7-layer model and the information model defines the 

modeling, formatting, and the syntax for encoding and transmission of objects.  Other topics, 

such as the association between ‘device’ and ‘manager’, are also specified.  [Required elements of 

this standard have been incorporated in the IHE PCD DEC Technical Framework.] 

[IEC 80001-

1:2010] 

ISO/IEC 80001-1 Ed.1: Application of risk management for it-networks 

incorporating medical devices – Part 1: Roles, responsibilities, and activities.  

Prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 215 Health informatics.  Approved 

and published in 2010.  

[CMI-DOC-TD] “Terms and Definitions”, Center for Medical Interoperability, Mar. 2019. 

https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications/D01/CMI-DOC-TD-D01-

20190311.pdf 

[IETF-RFC2119] Keywords used for use in RFC’s to indicate Requirement Levels. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2119 

[Oemig/Snelick] Frank Oemig and Robert Snelick, Healthcare Interoperability Standards 

Compliance Handbook: Conformance and Testing of Healthcare Data 

Exchange Standards,  

Springer International Publishing, 1st ed, 2016. 

 

  

http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/11073-20101-2004.html
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications/D01/CMI-DOC-TD-D01-20190311.pdf
https://medicalinteroperability.org/specifications/D01/CMI-DOC-TD-D01-20190311.pdf
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2119
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2.4 Reference Acquisition 

Center for Medical Interoperability, 8 City Boulevard, Suite 203 | Nashville, TN 37209;  

Phone +1-615-257-6410; http://medicalinteroperability.org/  

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Secretariat, 48377 Fremont Blvd., Suite 117, Fremont, 

California 94538, USA, Phone: +1-510-492-4080, Fax: +1-510-492-4001, http://www.ietf.org  

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 3 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016-

5997, USA 

Phone: +1-732-981-0060, Fax: +1-732-562-1571, http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/index.html  

Health Level Seven International, 3300 Washtenaw Avenue, Suite 227, Ann Arbor, MI 48104, USA 

Phone: +1-734-677-7777, Fax: +1-734-677-6622, email: hq@HL7.org, http://www.hl7.org/ 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), ISO Central Secretariat, Chemin de 

Blandonnet 8, 

CP 401 - 1214 Vernier, Geneva, Switzerland, Phone: +41 22 749 01 11, Fax: +41 22 733 34 30, 

email: central@iso.org, http://www.iso.org 

 

 

  

http://medicalinteroperability.org/
http://www.ietf.org/
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/index.html
mailto:hq@HL7.org
http://www.hl7.org/
mailto:central@iso.org
http://www.iso.org/
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3 Terms and Definitions  

This specification uses the terms and definitions in [Error! Reference source not found.]. 

 

Additional definitions related to conformance testing environments using the NIST test tools 

include: 

Test Environment Description 

instance testing Instance or conformance/unit testing is defined as testing an artifact 

(e.g., an HL7 V2 message) against the rules defined by the specification. 

This form of testing does not directly involve a system under test, but 

rather a testing artifact that was produced by the system under test. 

Examples of instance testing include validating an HL7 V2 message 

instance against an HL7 V2 conformance profile.4 

isolated system 

testing 

Isolated system or integration testing is defined as a single vendor 

system conducting a test with one or more standard(s) or one or more 

specification(s). The vendor system may interact with test agents 

and/or validators. 

peer-to-peer testing Peer-to-Peer or interoperability testing is defined as testing conducted 

among a group of vendor systems either in a closed-network or remote 

setting. Peer-to-peer testing uses two or more vendor systems, but can 

use one or more standards, or one or more specifications.  An example 

of peer-to-peer interoperability system testing would be the IHE 

Connectathon. 

 

  

                                                             

4 The instance testing capability serves as the basis for both isolated and peer-to-peer system testing.  This capability primarily 

serves the general standards development and profiling organizations.  Isolated system testing is anticipated to be the major focus 

of the testing infrastructure as most meaningful use testing requirements fall into this category. 
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Additional definitions related to the NIST approval status of IEEE 11073 terms include: 

Term Approval Status Description 

‘approved and 

published’ 

Terms and codes from a balloted, approved, and published IEEE 11073 

standard. 

Example:  147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC  (non-zero code, MDC_ 

REFID) 

‘provisional’ Terms and codes that have been formally reviewed and approved by an 

IEEE 11073 or IHE PCD working group but have not yet gone through 

the entire IEEE balloting process. 

Example:  68321^MDC_ATTR_SAMPLE_COUNT^MDC  (non-zero code, 

MDC_ REFID) 

‘proposed’ Interim terms without numeric codes that have not gone through a 

formal review process, typically used for initial prototyping. 

Example:  0^MDCX_ECG_QT_DISPERSION^MDC   (zero code, MDCX_ 

REFID) 

‘private’ Vendor-defined proprietary terms with permanent ‘private’ code 

assignment.  These are ignored for testing purposes. 

Example:  131072^MDCGE_EEG_COHERENCE_INDEX^MDC  (upper 4K in 

partition) 

‘external’ Terms from other nomenclatures such as LOINC or SNOMED. 

‘Harmonized Rosetta’ 

aka ‘hRTM’ 

aka ‘harmonized’ 

The set of IEEE 11073 observation identifiers and other terms listed on 

the [NIST RTMMS] Harmonized Rosetta ‘hRTM’ tab that specifies the 

880+ most frequently reported physiologic data, technical status, and 

settings information.  Normative co-constraints regarding units-of-

measure, enumerated values, and measurement sites are also specified. 
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4 Abbreviations and Acronyms  

This specification uses the following abbreviations: 

CMI Center For Medical Interoperability 

CT Consistent Time  (IHE ITI-1) 

DOC Device Observation Consumer  (IHE PCD DEC) 

DOR Device Observation Reporter  (IHE PCD DEC) 

HL7 Health Level Seven International 5 

IHE PCD Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise Patient Care Device 

MLLP Minimum Lower Layer Protocol  (HL7) 

NTP Network Time Protocol  (IETF) 

PAM Patient Administration Management  (IHE ITI-30 Patient Identity 

Feed) 

PDQ Patient Demographics Query  (IHE ITI-21) 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

PoCD Point-of-Care Device  (alternative, Point-of-Care Diagnostic) 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

 
  

                                                             

5 Informative note:  The name HL7 comes from the seven levels defined by the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. 

Level Seven is the Application Level. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSI_model
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5 Overview 

5.1 Architecture 

Medical Devices, Gateways, and Platforms are considered connected components. Once a connected 

component is granted network access, it communicates with other connected components using 

IHE PCD HL7 messaging and the MLLP transport protocol.  The requirements for network access, 

device authentication and authorization, and network and messaging security and confidentiality 

are defined in The Center’s Access Network specification [xxxxx] and are a precondition for the 

discussion that follows. 

Two IHE PCD ‘Actors’ are defined by the IHE PCD ‘Device to Enterprise Communication’ (DEC) 

profile to support the ‘Communicate Device Data’ (PCD-01) transaction.  The first is the ‘Device 

Observation Reporter’ (DOR) that sends vital signs and device status information in a periodic 

manner, nominally at one minute intervals.  The second is the ‘Device Observation Consumer’ 

(DOC) that receives the data and processes, displays, stores, and forwards the information and 

aggregates it with data from other devices. 

The diagram below shows two possible configurations that can be used individually or 

concurrently with the Center-defined ‘Platform’ as final destination for the data.  The first shows 

proprietary or standardized data from one or more Medical Devices going through a Gateway that 

translates and/or forwards it to the Platform using the PCD-01 transaction.6  The second shows a 

Medical Device sending its data directly to the Platform using the PCD-01 transaction.  The data is 

sent as unsolicited HL7 V2 ‘ORU’ messages by the DOR and the DOC is required to send an 

acknowledgment for each message that it receives.7 

 

Figure 1: Architecture showing IHE PCD HL7 Interfaces 

                                                             

6 Proprietary messaging is not in the scope of this specification. 
7 Although connections are bidirectional, the predominant information flow is left to right, as depicted by the arrowheads. 
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Before a connected component communicates with the Platform using IHE PCD messaging, it first 

establishes a secure connection using TLS.  This includes mutual authentication of device identities 

using a device certificate, message encryption, and message authentication. 

6 General Data Interoperability Requirements for IHE PCD DEC Device Observation 

Reporters 

The following sections define the general requirements for Medical Devices, Gateways, and 

Platforms to establish interoperable communication of Medical Device data using IHE PCD DEC 

messaging as a DOR Actor, using the HL7 V2.6 message syntax, and IEEE 11073 medical device 

semantics (aka nomenclature). 

Table 1:  IHE PCD DEC Device Observation Reporter (DOR) General Data Interoperability Requirements 

Requirement ID Description 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOR Messages sent by the DOR SHALL comply with [IHE-PCD-TF-1] and [IHE-PCD-TF-2]. 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOR.Syntax (01) Messages sent by the DOR SHALL comply with [HL7-V2.6] messaging syntax as 

constrained by [IHE-PCD-TF-2]. 

(02) If the HL7 V2.8 ‘PRT’ segment is sent, the message syntax SHALL comply with [HL7-

V2.8.2-PRT] as constrained by [IHE-PCD-TF-2]. 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOR.Semantics Messages sent by the DOR SHALL use observation identifiers from the resources listed 

below when a matching observation identifier exists, starting with sub-requirements (01) 

and (02): 

(01) Messages sent by the DOR SHALL use observation identifiers defined in the current 

version of the Harmonized Rosetta [NIST-hRTM] when a matching term exists.  The 

Harmonized Rosetta term-codes are a subset of the ‘approved and published’ terms 

from the ISO/IEEE 11073 Nomenclature, including [IEEE-10101-2004] and [IEEE-

10101a-2015] and other ‘approved and published’ IEEE 11073 standards. 

(02) In cases where the ‘approved and published’ observation identifiers in the [NIST-

hRTM] do not contain a matching term, ‘provisional’ terms listed in the [NIST-hRTM] 

SHALL be used when a matching term exists.8 

If a matching [NIST-hRTM] observation identifier does not exist in (01) or (02) above, 

observation identifiers from the resources listed below are used when a matching 

observation identifier exists, starting with sub-requirement (03), then (04), and so on: 

(03) Messages sent by the DOR SHALL use observation identifiers and other terms from 

any ‘approved and published’ IEEE 11073 standard if a matching term is not found in 

the [NIST-hRTM] in (01 or 02) above. 

(04) Messages sent by the DOR SHALL use observation identifiers and other terms from 

external nomenclatures such as LOINC or SNOMED as the primary OBX-3 (.1, .2, .3) 

identifier if a matching identifier is not found in (01, 02, and 03) above. 

                                                             

8 Provisional terms are intended to accelerate deployment and testing of new capabilities (e.g. IHE PCD PIV and IPEC infusion 

pumps, WCM waveforms, and MEM-LS location services) using pre-ballot terminology where numeric codes are required.  

They represent the consensus opinion of various IHE PCD, IEEE 11073, HL7 Health Care Devices, and other expert working 

groups. 
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Requirement ID Description 

(05) Messages sent by the DOR MAY use observation identifiers and other terms from 

external nomenclatures such as LOINC or SNOMED as an alternative OBX-3 (.4,.5,.6) 

identifier. 

(06) Messages sent by the DOR MAY include ‘proposed’ IEEE 11073 terms, but these are 

ignored for conformance testing purposes. 

(07) Messages sent by the DOR MAY include IEEE 11073 ‘private’ terms, but these are 

ignored for conformance testing purposes. 

Observations using [NIST-hRTM] identifiers from (01) and (02) above are subject to testing 

by the Center, including associated co-constraints specified by the [NIST-hRTM] for each 

observation identifier. 

The DOR vendor SHALL disclose terms identified by ‘SHALL’ above and SHOULD disclose 

terms identified by ‘MAY’ in their DOR capability disclosure described in the following 

section.  Both sets of terms will be an important part of the DOR vendor disclosure and the 

Center’s certification test report.   

Examples of IEEE 11073 MDC OBX-3 identifiers using the HL7 V2 CWE datatype: 

Approved and published:  147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC 

Provisional terms:  68321^MDC_ATTR_SAMPLE_COUNT^MDC  (P11073-10101b, on 

RTMMS) 

Private terms:  131072^MDCGE_EEG_COHERENCE_INDEX^MDC  (upper 4K of partition 

4) 

Proposed MDCX_ terms:  0^MDCX_ECG_QT_DISPERSION^MDC   

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOR.CoConstr Messages sent by a DOR that have an OBX-3 identifier that matches a CF_CODE10 value 

in OBX-3.1 (and matching REFID in OBX-3.2) entry in the Harmonized Rosetta [NIST-

hRTM]: 

(01) SHALL convey a unit-of-measure from the [NIST-hRTM] UOM_MDC and/or 

UOM_UCUM columns in OBX-6 if any are listed for the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified 

by OBX-3; 

(02) SHALL convey one or more enumerated value(s) from the hRTM Enum_Value 

column in OBX-5 if any are listed for the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified by OBX-3; 

(03) MAY convey one or more measurement site(s) from the hRTM External_Sites 

column in OBX-20 if any are listed for the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified by OBX-3; 

(04) SHALL NOT convey a unit-of-measure in OBX-6 if units are not listed in the [NIST-

hRTM] term-row that matches OBX-3; 

(05) SHALL NOT convey an enumerated value in OBX-5 if enumerations are not listed in 

the [NIST-hRTM] term-row that matches OBX-3. 

IHE.ITI.ConsistentTime The DOR SHALL maintain ‘consistent time’ with respect to an external NTP reference 

clock to within a median accuracy of ±1 second using the ‘Maintain Time’ [ITI-1] 

transaction of the Consistent Time (CT) profile defined in [IHE ITI TF-2a]. 

IHE.ITI.DOR.PatientDemog The DOR SHALL obtain authoritative patient demographic information using either of 

the IHE ITI Patient Demographics Query (PDQ) or Patient Administration Management 

(PAM) profiles using the ‘Patient Demographics Query’ [ITI-21] transaction defined in 

[IHE ITI TF-2a] or the ‘Patient Identity Management’ [ITI-30] transaction defined in 

[IHE ITI TF-2b], respectively. 

Exception:  A standalone device with a patient bar code or other scanner may send the 

code as the patient identifier since it is typically issued an authoritative ‘enterprise-
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Requirement ID Description 

worthy’ identifier, in lieu of supporting PDQ or PAM, either directly or through an 

enterprise gateway. 

7 Disclosure of Capabilities and Conformance Summary for IHE PCD Device 

Observation Reporters  

Since the data provided by individual and groups of Medical Devices and Gateways can vary, it is 

difficult to specify a single set of mandatory and optional tests that can apply to all devices.  Instead, 

requirements for individual Medical Devices, Gateways, and Platforms will be based on the vendor-

disclosed capabilities claimed for the device or system, including the IHE PCD Profiles, Transactions, 

and Actors that are supported; mandatory and optional IHE ITI profiles and any additional Options 

defined by the IHE PCD domain.  This disclosure is consistent with current IHE Conformance 

Statements that use the [NIST-PCD-Instance] and [NIST PCD Isolated] tests. 

The list of vendor-disclosed capabilities provides the framework for disclosing additional 

conformance testing and validation performed by The Center and elsewhere.  For example, a 

vendor could disclose 400 numeric observations and settings reported by their gateway, based on 

several months of exhaustive testing, whereas it is likely that only a modest fraction of these could 

be verified or validated by a third party in a cost-effective manner.  Conceptually, the success and 

failure of any additional tests can be disclosed by additional columns to a table that lists the vendor-

disclosed capabilities using the IEEE 11073 observation identifiers to identify and label each row.9 

Three extensions to the basic testing typically performed at an IHE Connectathon or vendor self-

test are required. 

7.1 Device Observation Reporters SHALL support ‘send all’ mode or equivalent 

disclosure as a document 

The purpose of this mandatory conformance test is to support rapid and comprehensive evaluation 

of a Device Observation Reporter (DOR) output stream comprised of one or more PCD-01 

messages.  This can be performed by (1) using the [NIST-PCD-Instance] test tool to retrospectively 

verify a sequence of one or more previously captured message instances or (2) using the [NIST PCD 

Isolated] test tool to generate a sequence of one or more messages and validate them at run time. 

Either test tool and method will facilitate rapid initial assessment of message HL7 V2 message 

syntax and structure, the correct use of IEEE 11073, and possibly other standardized 

nomenclatures, co-constraints (units of measure, enumerations, and measurement sites), 

and device containment models using the NIST test tools. 

                                                             

9 Vendor disclosure of the intended information flow between the MEDICAL DEVICE, the MEDICAL IT-NETWORK, and 

other devices on the MEDICAL IT-NETWORK necessary for the safe and effective use of the MEDICAL DEVICE is required 

by Clause 3.5 (e) of [IEC 80001.1-2010] to be made to the RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION (e.g. a hospital). 
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For both options, multiple messages MAY be sent to report additional units-of-measure, 

enumerated values, and measurement sites values that otherwise cannot be sent in a valid message.  

Thus, the same observation identifier (OBX-3) MAY appear multiple times in a single message or in 

multiple messages. 

Either option MAY be used, with the common requirement that all messages in the sequence SHALL 

successfully pass conformance testing using either of the [NIST-PCD-Instance] or [NIST PCD 

Isolated] test environment.  Testing MAY be performed by the vendor, by a third-party test or 

certification group, or by The Center. 

7.1.1 Option 01:  Testing with the [NIST-PCD-Instance] test environment 

This option allows a DOR vendor to submit a sequence of one or more PCD-01 messages as a single 

file for validation with the [NIST-PCD-Instance] test tool.10  This test MAY be performed ‘in-house’ 

using vendor device simulators and third-party devices to provide the most comprehensive 

possible test input.  Testing can also be performed by third-party test or certification organizations 

or by The Center. 

The sequence of PCD-01 messages MAY be consolidated into a single file by any means, including 

the use of a network message capture tool or by manually copying multiple messages into a single 

file.  

7.1.2 Option 02:  Testing with the [NIST PCD Isolated] test environment 

This option allows a DOR vendor to automatically send and validate a sequence of one or more 

PCD-01 messages with automatic reporting of success (MSA-1 = “CA”) or failure (MSA-1 = “CR”) in 

the HL7 V2 ACK message.  

This test MAY be performed ‘in-house’ using vendor device simulators and third-party devices to 

provide the broadest possible terminology coverage.  Testing can also be performed by third-party 

test or certification organizations or by The Center. 

The sequence of PCD-01 messages MAY be consolidated into a single file by any means and MAY 

include the HL7 V2 ACK messages to show per-message validation results. 

7.2 Vendors SHALL disclose lists of terms, co-constraints, and containment hierarchy 

Through The Center’s device certification submission process, vendors SHALL disclose the complete 

list of standardized IEEE 11073 terms supported by their PCD-compliant Medical Devices, 

                                                             

10 At the present time the [NIST PCD Instance] test tool will indicate  FAILED when multiple PCD-01 messages are 

submitted in the PCD01_ORU_R01 validation window.  A request has been submitted to NIST to add the ability to test a 

sequence of unsolicited PCD-01 ORU_R01 messages. 
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Gateways, and Platforms.  For IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages, this includes numeric observations 

and settings identifiers, units-of-measure, enumerated values, and measurement sites.11 

This will provide a much needed disclosure of the standardized capabilities of devices and systems 

since it is largely impossible to test everything at a Connectathon or other public test events.  Any 

advertised capability (e.g. numeric observation, waveform, event, or alert) SHALL be subject to 

additional in-depth testing by The Center for Medical Interoperability or other organization. 

This information SHALL be disclosed using a tabular list format containing the following 

information in each of the columns listed below.  Examples are provided in Appendix II.1 for a 

simple vital signs monitor and Appendix II.2 for an infant incubator or warmer. 

The tabular format can be used for two purposes.  First, it can describe the capabilities of a single 

device participating as a DOR, including its containment hierarchy, observation identifiers, and co-

constraints.  It can also document when a set of values are available, such as the user choice of 

cm[H2O] and kPa units of measure for airway pressure or when there is a choice of one or more 

enumerated values or measurement sites. 

Second, it can describe the union of capabilities of multiple like-kind devices, provided that they have 

reasonably similar content models.  For example, a single comprehensive model for a simple vital 

signs monitor could be used to consolidate data from multiple models and vendor designs before 

exporting it using a gateway.  Otherwise, multiple disclosures for individual vendor and models 

would be required. 

The disclosure uses a format similar to the NIST RTMMS [NIST-hRTM] with the exception that the 

REFID conveyed by OBX-3.2 is prefaced by zero or more dots to indicate its containment depth.  In 

addition, the co-constraints listed for each observation identifier in the disclosure SHALL be a 

subset of those listed in the [NIST-hRTM].  The hRTM defines the broadest set of constraints to which 

all Device Observation Reporters (DORs) must comply and to what Device Observation Consumers 

(DOCs) could expect to receive. 

The containment table columns are defined below.  Subsequent rows in the containment table 

specify the physiologic and device information conveyed by the HL7 V2 OBX segments, including 

the MDS, VMD, and CHAN OBXs that define the overall structure of the device.  The rows SHALL be 

listed in ‘document order’ by their MDS, VMD, CHAN, and METRIC hierarchy.  [Please refer to the 

examples in Appendix II.1 and II.2.] 

  

                                                             

11 Informative note:  Additional data types will be supported as new profiles such as PIV and IPEC, ACM, and WCM are added.  

This will include waveforms, events, and alerts, the latter expected to be in balloting for IEEE P11073-10101b by Q2 2018. 
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Table 2:  Containment Table Columns and Content 

ColumnName Description Single hRTM 

REFID 
IEEE 11073 Reference ID prefaced by zero or more dots to indicate depth,  

e.g. . . . MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE  (OBX-3.2) at METRIC ‘dot-level-4’. 
1..1 1..* 

CF_CODE10 Context-free 32-bit code associated with REFID  (OBX-3.1) 1..1 1..1 

UOM_MDC IEEE 11073 MDC units-of-measure Reference ID  (OBX-6.2) C  0..1 [1..1]* 

UOM_UCUM UCUM units-of-measure  (OBX-6.1) C  0..1 [1..*]* 

CF_UCODE10 Context-free 32-bit code associated with MDC units-of-measure  (OBX-6.1) C  0..1 [1..1]* 

Enum_Values Enumerated values  (OBX-5) C  0..* [1..*]* 

External_Sites External Site identifier(s)  (OBX-20) C  0..* [1..*]* 

 

Table 2 Notes  (normative): 

1. REFID-synonyms that have the same CF_CODE10 have been defined for several IEEE 11073 

in the hRTM; the first-listed REFID is preferred and SHOULD be used and the second-listed REFID is 

the less-preferred alternative and MAY be used. 

2. C indicates ‘Conditional’ based on whether a co-constraint applies to the value reported:  

 a)  UOM_UCUM and UOM_IEEE are required for observations reporting a numeric value, e.g. 

heart rate. 

 b)  Enum_Values are required if the observation reports enumerated values, e.g. pump 

operational mode. 

 c)  External_Sites are required if the observation reports external measurement sites, e.g. 

EEG electrode sites. 

3. The hRTM and containment models represent multiple choices of units-of-measure, 

enumerated values, and measurement sites as successive lines of text in a table cell, e.g. kPa and 

cm[H2O] are listed on successive lines in the same table cell.  In cases where equivalent terms exist, 

e.g. UCUM «{beats}/min 1/min /min» associated with heart rate, the synonyms are listed on the 

same line of text, separated by spaces.  The latter convention is extremely useful since it supports 

translation between equivalent enumerated values. 
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7.3 Disclosed capabilities SHALL be subject to in-depth semantic verification 

The Center has identified an initial subset of vital signs observations and device settings from the 

[NIST-hRTM] that will be used for additional in-depth semantic testing.  The purpose of this testing 

is to verify that end-to-end semantic fidelity is maintained, starting with analog and other real-time 

signals and control adjustments, through the signal acquisition devices, networks, and gateways, 

individually or collectively participating as a Device Observation Reporter (DOR), and, if available, 

the display of the information by the Device Observation Consumer (DOC). 

Analog and other real-time signals and control adjustments MAY be used to fully exercise any of the 

semantics from the [NIST-hRTM] that are supported by the device or system under test, as 

disclosed according to Sections 7.1 and 7.2.12  

The additional in-depth testing is not intended to be a ‘challenge test’ of signal processing algorithms.  

For example, to verify that ECG heart rate is correctly reported by a device that has this capability, 

an OBX-3 identifier of 147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC or 

147842^MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE^MDC will be expected, with the ‘correct’ value in OBX-5, 

units of measurement in OBX-6, and optional measurement status information in OBX-8 and OBX-

11.  The analog ECG input waveform would be free of any signal noise or artifact.13 

Continuing with the example above, the heart rate of the test ECG waveform would be set to an 

initial baseline rate (e.g. 60 BPM) and the numeric values noted below would be recorded at various 

points along the signal and data reporting path after allowing sufficient time for any rate averaging 

and reporting latency.  After the initial baseline measurements were obtained, the heart rate would 

be changed to a different rate (e.g. 100 BPM), and a new set of measurements would be obtained 

after allowing sufficient time for any rate averaging and reporting latency. 

The PoCD-stimulus 14 (provided by a simulator, signal generator, or digitized reference waveform 

or other physical stimulus) sent in real-time will (1) be synchronized to or (2) have a known time 

offset relative to NTP.15  This will permit comparison with the DOR-reported values and timestamps 

on behalf of the PoCD signal acquisition device(s) that the DOR supports.  If possible, the PoCD-

displayed or PoCD-trended values displayed on the signal acquisition device or central station will 

also be captured. 

After allowing sufficient time for any rate averaging and reporting latency to elapse, at least one of 

the following minimum success criteria SHALL apply: 

                                                             

12 Informative note:  Additional in-depth testing will initially be limited to the observations and settings conveyed in an IHE PCD 

DEC PCD-01 transaction, but will be later expanded to additional observations and settings data types to support profiles such as 

PIV and IPEC, ACM, and WCM.  This will include waveforms and events and alerts, with a comprehensive event and alert 

nomenclature expected to be in balloting for IEEE P11073-10101b by Q3 2018.  
13 For ECG, this is a waveform that would be characterized as ‘No noise: beat detection and classification can be performed’ 

(MDC_ECG_NOISE_CLEAN) as defined in ISO/IEEE 11073-10102-2012 ‘Annotated ECG’ (aECG) [11073-10102].   
14 PoCD refers to the ‘Point-of-Care Device’ used at the point-of-care and is typically connected directly to the patient. 
15 For IHE PCD DEC testing, a time synchronization accuracy of ± 1 second will be required, as defined by the IHE ‘Consistent 

Time’ (CT) profile [ITI-1]. 
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 (1) The DOR-reported values SHALL be numerically identical (within ± one least significant 

step) 16 relative to the PoCD-displayed or PoCD-trended value(s), if the latter can be captured in 

computable and automatic manner; 

 otherwise, 

(2) The DOR-reported value SHALL be within a pre-specified tolerance (typically within ±10%) 

of the applied PoCD-stimulus value.17 

The central premise is that the PCD-01 output reported by the DOR (gateway or device) should be 

identical to what is displayed on the PoCD device.  If the PoCD device data is not available, then The 

Center has the option of using its knowledge of the PoCD-stimulus values sent to the PoCD device to 

perform a less precise comparison.  

8 General Data Interoperability Requirements for IHE PCD DEC Device Observation 

Consumers 

The following sections define the general requirements for the Medical Devices, Gateways, and 

Platforms to establish interoperable communication of Medical Device data using IHE PCD DEC 

messaging as a DOC Actor, using the HL7 V2.6 message syntax and IEEE 11073 medical device 

semantics (aka nomenclature). 

Table 3:  IHE PCD DEC Device Observation Consumer (DOC) General Data Interoperability Requirements 

Requirement ID Description 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOC The DOC SHALL accept IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages that comply with [IHE-PCD-TF-1] 

and [IHE-PCD-TF-2]. 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOC.Syntax (01) The DOC SHALL accept IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages that comply with [HL7-V2.6] 

messaging syntax as further constrained by [IHE-PCD-TF-2]. 

(02) The DOC SHOULD accept HL7 V2.8 ‘PRT’ segment that complies with [HL7-V2.8.2-

PRT] as further constrained by [IHE-PCD-TF-2].18 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOC.Semantics The DOC SHALL accept IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages that use terminology from 

resources listed below, starting in order with the first-listed sub-requirement: 

(01) The DOC SHALL support all terms specified by the current version of the 

Harmonized Rosetta [NIST-hRTM].  The Harmonized Rosetta term-codes are a subset of 

the ‘approved and published’ terms from the ISO/IEEE 11073 Nomenclature where 

available, including [IEEE-10101-2004] and [IEEE-10101a-2015], and other ‘approved 

and published’ IEEE 11073 standards. 

                                                             

16 This recognizes that the PoCD-stimulus value may be right on the edge of a measurement threshold on the point-of-care 

device, so some accommodation of this measurement uncertainly is required. 
17 The key idea is to facilitate fully automated testing as much as possible.  If the PoCD-displayed or PoCD-trended information 

is not available in an easy-to-use non-proprietary format (based on The Center’s assessment), The Center may elect to use a less 

precise comparison (e.g. ±10%) since the PoCD-stimulus values provided by The Center’s test framework are available in a 

known format. 
18 At the time of this writing (02/14/2018) the HL7 V2.8 ‘PRT’ segment is not sent in IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages. 
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Requirement ID Description 

(01a) IEEE 11073 observation and setting identifiers from [NIST-hRTM] conveyed by 

OBX-3; 

(01b) Numeric value conveyed .OR. enumerated value (or values) from [NIST-hRTM] 

conveyed by OBX-5; 

(01c) IEEE 11073 MDC .OR. UCUM units of measure from [NIST-hRTM] conveyed by 

OBX-6; 

(01d) Measurement status conveyed by OBX-8 and OBX-11; 

(01e) Measurement site (or sites) from [NIST-hRTM] conveyed by OBX-20, if present; 

(01f) Date and time of the observation conveyed by OBX-14 or default OBR-7 (OBR-8 is 

null) by the default time interval [OBR-7, OBR-8). 

(01g) The DOC SHALL record the ‘dotted’ containment information conveyed by OBX-4. 

(01h) The DOC SHALL record the MDC_DEV_* OBX-3 identifiers for device-related OBX 

segments. 

(01i) The DOC SHALL record the OBX segment order from the original message. 

(02) In cases where OBX-3 is not an ‘approved and published’ IEEE 11073 observation 

identifier listed in the [NIST-hRTM], ‘provisional’ terms listed in the [NIST-hRTM] 

SHOULD be accepted and sub-requirements (01b - 01f) SHALL be supported and (01g 

and 01h) SHOULD be supported.19 

(03) In cases where OBX-3 is not an ‘approved and published’ or ‘provisional’ IEEE 

11073 observation identifier in (01 or 02) above, observation identifiers from any 

‘approved and published’ IEEE 11073 standard SHOULD be accepted and sub-

requirements (01b - 01f) SHOULD be supported and (01g and 01i) SHOULD be 

supported. 

(04) In cases where OBX-3 is not an ‘approved and published’ or ‘provisional’ IEEE 

11073 observation identifier, observation identifiers and other terms from external 

nomenclatures such as LOINC or SNOMED as the primary OBX-3 (.1, .2, .3) identifier 

SHOULD be accepted and sub-requirements (01b - 01f) SHOULD be supported and (01g 

and 01i) SHOULD be supported. 

(05) Alternative observation identifiers from external nomenclatures such as LOINC or 

SNOMED as an alternative OBX-3 (.4,.5,.6) identifier SHOULD be stored. 

(06) Observation identifiers that are ‘proposed’ IEEE 11073 terms SHOULD be stored 

and sub-requirements (01b - 01f) and (01g and 01i) SHOULD be supported, but these 

are ignored for any conformance testing purposes. 

(07) IEEE 11073 ‘private’ terms SHOULD be forwarded and/or stored and MAY be 

accepted for further processing, but these are ignored for conformance testing purposes. 

Examples of IEEE 11073 MDC OBX-3 identifiers using the HL7 V2 CWE datatype: 

Approved and published:  147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC 

Provisional terms:  68321^MDC_ATTR_SAMPLE_COUNT^MDC  (P11073-10101b, on 

RTMMS) 

Private terms:  131072^MDCGE_EEG_COHERENCE_INDEX^MDC  (upper 4K of partition 

4) 

Proposed MDCX_ terms:  0^MDCX_ECG_QT_DISPERSION^MDC   

                                                             

19 Provisional terms are intended to accelerate deployment and testing of new capabilities (e.g. IHE PCD PIV and IPEC infusion 

pumps, WCM waveforms, and MEM-LS location services) using pre-ballot terminology where numeric codes are required. 
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Requirement ID Description 

IHE.PCD.DEC.DOC.CoConstr Messages received by a DOC that have an OBX-3 identifier that matches a CF_CODE10 

value in OBX-3.1 (and matching REFID in OBX-3.2) entry in the Harmonized Rosetta 

[NIST-hRTM]: 

(01) SHALL accept the IEEE 11073 MDC or UCUM unit of measure in OBX-6 if listed in 

the UOM_MDC or UOM_UCUM columns in the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified by OBX-

3; 

(02) SHALL accept one or more enumerated value(s) in OBX-5 from the [NIST-hRTM] 

Enum_Value column if any are listed for the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified by OBX-3; 

and 

(03) SHALL accept one or more measurement site(s) in OBX-20 from the [NIST-hRTM] 

External_Sites column if any are listed for the [NIST-hRTM] term-row specified by OBX-

3. 

IHE.ITI.ConsistentTime The DOC SHALL maintain ‘consistent time’ with respect to an external NTP reference 

clock to within a median accuracy of ±1 second using the ‘Maintain Time’ [ITI-1] 

transaction of the Consistent Time (CT) profile defined in [IHE ITI TF-2a]. 

IHE.ITI.DOR.PatientDemog 

 

The DOR SHALL obtain authoritative patient demographic information using either of 

the IHE ITI Patient Demographics Query (PDQ) or Patient Administration Management 

(PAM) profiles using the ‘Patient Demographics Query’ [ITI-21] transaction defined in 

[IHE ITI TF-2a] or the ‘Patient Identity Management’ [ITI-30] transaction defined in [IHE 

ITI TF-2b], respectively. 

Exception:  A standalone device with a patient bar code or other scanner may send the 

code as the patient identifier, since it is typically issued an authoritative ‘enterprise-

worthy’ identifier, in lieu of supporting PDQ or PAM, either directly or through an 

enterprise gateway. 

9 Disclosure of Capabilities and Conformance Summary for IHE PCD Device 

Observation Consumers  

The IHE PCD DEC Device Observation Consumer (DOC) Actor accepts PCD-01 messages sent by the 

Device Observation Reporter (DOR) and sends an MSA ‘AA’ Accept Acknowledgement response for 

each valid DOR message received.  The DOC assumes ownership of the data, equivalent to an 

‘Application Acknowledgement’.20 

The DOC SHOULD expect the PCD-01 messages to conform to the requirements for PCD-01 

messages sent by a DOR.  Briefly restated, the PCD-01 messages sent by the DOR use HL7 V2.6 

messaging syntax and encoding and the IEEE 11073 nomenclature that complies with [IHE-PCD-TF-

1] and [IHE-PCD-TF-2] and as further constrained by the observation identifiers and co-constraints 

                                                             

20 IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 messages are sent in an unsolicited manner with MSH-15|-16 valued as “AL|NE”, indicating that the 

DOR (ALways) expects the DOC to send back an Accept Acknowledgement on the same TCP/IP network connection after it 

successfully receives the message and has potentially accepted it for later processing.  The “AL|NE” sent by the DOR also 

informs the DOC that it should (NEver) send an Application Acknowledgement on a different TCP/IP network connection since 

this would be inconsistent with the streaming nature of PCD-01. 
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specified by the [NIST-hRTM], and, at a future date, also conform to a normative set of containment 

models.21 

The DOC SHALL make an initial assessment regarding the validity of the DOR messages that it 

receives.  If the DOR message is initially considered valid and can be accepted by the DOC, the DOC 

SHALL send an MSA ‘AA’ Accept Acknowledgement response; otherwise, the DOC SHALL send an 

MSA ‘AE’ Error or ‘AR’ Reject response. 

The IHE PCD DEC Technical Framework currently does not provide detailed guidance regarding 

what the Device Observation Consumer (DOC) Actor should do after it receives messages sent by 

the DOR; the DOC Actor could be a message router that buffers and forwards the data elsewhere or 

the DOC Actor could be a component of a comprehensive electronic medical record system or 

clinical decision support application.  In all (use) cases, the DOC SHALL assume ownership of the 

data when it sends the MSA ‘AA’ Accept Acknowledgement response for each valid DOR message 

received and the DOR MAY discard the information after receiving the ‘AA’ Accept 

Acknowledgement. 

At present there is no single standardized way of accessing the data ‘owned’ by an IHE PCD DOC.  

Although the CMI-defined ‘Platform’ will undoubtedly support at least one method to access 

internally stored data, other DOC systems are likely to support a combination of visual, proprietary, 

and/or standards-based query or file exchange, shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2:  CMI Platform or IHE PCD DOC Actor 

                                                             

21 Informative note:  A normative set of containment models has not been defined at the present time.  This topic is under active 

review and development by the IHE PCD ‘Device Point-of-Care Integration’ Working Group, and it is expected that containment 

models will be available for around a dozen Virtual Medical Devices (VMDs) by the end of 2018. 
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9.1 Disclosure of DOC Capabilities  {F, C, S, Q, A, D, V} 

Vendor disclosure of the capabilities of the Device Observation Consumer (DOC) is a multi-step 

process. 

First, the ability of the DOC to forward, cache, store, query, integrate, and display the information 

originally sent by the DOR is disclosed for HL7 V2 MSH, PID, PV1, and NTE segments and for OBR 

and OBX segments for device and physiologic observations.  This includes the individual disclosure 

for each of the 950+ IEEE 11073 observation, setting and attribute identifiers listed in the NIST 

RTMMS Harmonized Rosetta [NIST-hRTM].22 

The capabilities of the DOC are disclosed using the codes and capabilities listed in Table 4.  The 

overall disclosure at the HL7 V2 messaging segment level is a structured string of the form 

«FCQSQADV», where the letters ‘Q’ or ‘q’ are used to indicate the query capability for both short-

term ‘cached’ and long-term ‘stored’ data.  A capability that is absent is indicated by a hyphen-

minus ‘-’ (ASCII character 45, Unicode U+002D). 

The «FCQSQADV» string SHALL be disclosed by the vendor of the DOC: 

 (a) once representing all HL7 V2 MSH, PID, PV1, NTE, and OBR segments supported by the DOC; 

 (b) once representing all device-related OBX segments supported by the DOC with the REFID 

‘MDC_DEV_*’ and/or 

 (c) once for any device-specific OBX segments supported by the DOC with REFID 

‘MDC_DEV_device …’; and 

 (d) once for each of the METRIC-level metric-related OBX segments supported by the DOC, 

labeled by their REFID. 

The sequence of { FCQSQADV string, HL7 segment type, and optional REFID } tuples comprises the 

vendor’s disclosure of the DOC’s capabilities.  Additional in-depth testing may be performed by The 

Center based on the vendor’s disclosure.  An example of a vendor disclosure of aggregate DOC 

capabilities for ECG is shown in Table 11. 

The final step is to combine the vendor’s disclosure of the DOC capabilities with other information 

to produce a final interoperability assessment.  The benefit of the multi-step disclosure process is 

that the per-segment assessment can support multiple evaluations performed over different sets of 

clinical data, e.g. the Center’s list of ‘essential’ vital signs, the complete hRTM Harmonized Rosetta, 

or between a specific DOR and a specific DOC.  This will be described in greater detail in Section 9.4. 

  

                                                             

22 Although the [hRTM] represents the union of all observations that any DOR could send and that all DOCs should be able to 

receive, useful subsets of the [hRTM] may be defined such as The Center’s current list of ‘required’ vital signs to facilitate 

rigorous testing. 
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Table 4:  DOC Data Capability Codes 

Codes Description 

F, - Observation data is forwarded; DOC does not assume ownership of data. 

An upper-case ‘F’ indicates all criteria are satisfied when forwarding information conveyed by the HL7 

message segment. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that forwarding of information related to this message segment is not 

supported. 

The forwarding protocol, if supported, SHALL be disclosed in a separate table. 

C, - Observation data is cached, e.g. typically for several days.23 

An upper-case ‘C’ indicates all criteria are satisfied when caching information conveyed by the HL7 

message segment. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that caching of information related to this message segment is not 

supported. 

The availability and method of query and retrieval of cached information SHALL be disclosed in a 

separate table. 

S, - Observation data is stored, e.g. typically for at least several days as long-term storage. 

An upper-case ‘S’ indicates all criteria are satisfied when storing information conveyed by the HL7 

message segment. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that storage of information related to this message segment is not 

supported. 

The availability and method of query and retrieval of stored information SHALL be disclosed in a 

separate table. 

Q, - Observation data that is cached and/or stored can be retrieved by a query protocol. 

An upper-case ‘Q’ indicates all criteria are satisfied when querying information conveyed by the HL7 

message segment. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that query of information related to this message segment is not supported. 

The query and retrieval protocol(s), if supported, SHALL be disclosed in a separate table. 

A, a, - Indicates that observation data is semantically integrated into one or more applications supported by 

the DOC. 

                                                             

23 Many systems cache the original numeric, trend, waveform, and event and alert information in a comprehensive and high 

temporal resolution format for several days before a subset of the original data is selected for long-term storage.  The cached data 

is typically used for high-fidelity data review, research and documentation (aka ‘full disclosure’), and validation. 
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Codes Description 

An upper-case ‘A’ indicates that all criteria are satisfied by the semantic integration of the information 

conveyed by the HL7 message segment.. 

A lower-case ‘a’ indicates that all criteria are satisfied by the semantic integration of the information 

conveyed by the HL7 message segment with the exception that only a subset (or none) of the 

measurement site information from OBX-20 can be utilized, provided that the External_Site information 

has not been declared mandatory in the [NIST-hRTM]. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that semantic integration of information related to this message segment is 

not supported. 

D, d, - Observation data can be displayed by one or more applications supported by the DOC. 

An upper-case ‘D’ indicates that all criteria are satisfied when displaying or printing content based on the 

information conveyed by the HL7 message segment.  Local translation of the observation identifier, 

units, enumerated values, and measurement sites for display or printing is permitted. 

A lower-case ‘d’ indicates that all criteria are satisfied when displaying or printing the data with the 

exception that only a subset (or none) of the measurement site information from OBX-20 can be 

displayed or printed, provided that the External_Site information has not been declared mandatory in 

the [NIST-hRTM]. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates displaying or printing of information related to this message segment is not 

supported. 

V, v, - Observation data can be validated by an application supported by the DOC.  Traditionally, validation 

implies that original ‘raw’ data reported by the DOR having an OBX-11 value of ‘R’ (Results entered – not 

verified) can be reviewed by a clinician in the context of other data and changing the OBX-11 value to ‘F’ 

(Final results – can only be changed with a corrected result) to confirm that the observation value is 

correct or to possibly change it to the correct value. 

An upper-case ‘V’ indicates that the metric-related value (numeric or enumeration) is available for 

review with confirmation and/or correction.  Local translation of the observation identifier, units, 

enumerated values, and measurement sites is permitted. 

A lower-case ‘v’ indicates that the device or metric-related value can provide supporting context for 

validating other observations, even though it is not subject to validation itself. 

A hyphen-minus ‘-’ indicates that validation of information related to this observation is not supported. 

9.2 HL7 Message Segment Content Requirements 

Tables 5 – 10 identify the HL7 V2 segment-fields that comprise the overall message.  The Field 

column identifies the individual segment-field, e.g. OBR-4.  For device-related and metric-related 

OBX segments, the REFID identifier in OBX-3 is required to label the final «FCQSQADV» assessment 

for individual OBX segments. 
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The Field column also provides traceability to the Center’s testing and other documents as well as 

the IHE PCD DEC Technical Framework and underlying HL7 V2.6 standard.  It can also serve as a 

HL7 V2 mapping reference to FHIR. 

Although the verb ‘persist’ typically means ‘store’, it is more broadly interpreted to apply to any of 

the F, C, Q, S, A, D, and V capabilities listed in Table 4.  In other words, it indicates that information 

can be successfully ‘consumed’ by the DOC, e.g. forwarded ‘F’, cached ‘C’, stored ‘S’, queried ‘Q’, 

semantically integrated into applications ‘A’, displayed ‘D’, and/or validated ‘V’. 

9.2.1 MSH – Message Header Segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 2 (2.14.9) 

This segment defines the intent, source, destination, and some specifics of the syntax of an HL7 V2 

message. 

Table 5:  MSH – Message Header Segment 

Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

MSH-1 1 ST R [1..1]  Field Separator The IHE PCD Technical Framework requires that 

applications support the HL7-recommended value | 

(ASCII 124). 

The DOC SHOULD expect this value and MAY reject the 

entire message if it is not. 

MSH-2 4 ST R [1..1]  Encoding Characters This field contains the four characters in the following 

order: the component separator, repetition separator, 

escape character, and subcomponent separator.  The 

IHE PCD Technical Framework requires that 

applications support HL7-recommended values ^~\& 

(ASCII 94, 126, 92, and 38, respectively). 

The DOC SHOULD expect this value and MAY reject the 

entire message if it is not. 

MSH-3 227 HD R [1..1] 0361 Sending Application The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-4 227 HD RE [0..1] 0362 Sending Facility If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-5 227 HD RE [0..1] 0361 Receiving Application If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-6 227 HD RE [0..1] 0362 Receiving Facility If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

MSH-7 24 DTM R [1..1]  Date/Time of Message This represents the date/time that the message was 

created by the sending system (DOR), which is different 

from, and not to be interpreted as, the time that any 

observations were taken. 

Format:  YYYYMMDDHHMMSS[.S[S[S[S]]]]+/-ZZZZ 

The DOC SHALL persist the MSH-7 value to a resolution 

of at least one second and SHALL include the time zone 

offset +/-ZZZZ.24  The distinction between +0000 (local 

time zone offset is known) or -0000 (local time zone 

offset is unknown but UTC time is known) SHALL also 

be persisted.25 

MSH-8 40 ST X [0..0]  Security Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-9 15 MSG R [1..1]  Message Type This field contains the message type, trigger event, and 

the message structure ID for the message.  For a PCD-01 

message, this field SHALL contain ORU^R01^ORU_R01. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-10 199 ST R [1..1]  Message Control Id This field contains a number or other identifier that 

uniquely identifies the message.  Each message SHOULD 

be given a unique identifier by the sending system.  The 

combination of the MSH-10 identifier and the name of 

the MSH-3 sending application SHALL be unique across 

the Healthcare Enterprise. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-11 3 PT R [1..1]  Processing Id This data type indicates whether to process a message 

as defined in HL7 Application (level 7) processing rules. 

For IHE PCD DEC, the value in production systems 

SHOULD be P (Production). When it is desired to 

recognize and isolate test data, the value D (Debugging) 

MAY be used. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

                                                             

24 The full timestamp resolution [.S[S[S[S]]]] with time zone offset +/-ZZZZ SHALL be persisted by the DOR for observation timestamps OBR-

7, OBR-8, and OBX-14, including the distinction between +0000 (local time zone offset is known) or -0000 (local time zone offset is unknown 
but UTC time is known). 
25 The IHE PCD TF uses the IETF RFC 3339 “Unknown Local Offset Convention” to make it possible to distinguish between the case where 

UTC is the preferred reference point for the specified time, denoted with +0000, and the case where the UTC time is known, but the offset to 

local civil time is unknown, denoted with -0000. This distinction is in some cases important to represent in device data, and in all cases, a 

computable date/time value traceable to UTC is possible, including any leap seconds up to the time the message was sent. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

MSH-12 60 VID R [1..1]  Version ID This field is matched by the receiving system to its own 

version to ensure the message will be interpreted 

correctly. The IHE PCD TF is currently based on HL7 

V2.6, so the DOC SHOULD expect the value |2.6| in the 

first component of this field. 

Where specific elements of later versions of HL7 V2 are 

required, their usage is noted in the IHE PCD TF, but 

MSH-12 remains valued at |2.6|.  Although HL7 allows 

international affiliate versions to be specified, the IHE 

PCD TF uses only the core version (first component of 

the field). 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-13 15 NM RE [0..1]  Sequence Number A non-null value in this field implies that the sequence 

number protocol is in use. The sequence number 

protocol is not used in IHE PCD.  If present, the DOC 

SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-14 180 ST X [0..0]  Continuation Pointer Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-15 2 ID R [1..1] 0155 Accept Acknowledgement Type This field identifies the conditions under which accept 

acknowledgments are required to be returned in 

response to this message.  The receiving system must 

send (or not send) acknowledgements as specified by 

this field. 

In PCD-01, PCD-04, and PCD-05 transactions, this field 

SHALL be valued as AL by the DOR, indicating that the 

DOC SHALL ALways send an accept acknowledgement. 

The DOC SHOULD persist this value. 

MSH-16 2 ID R [1..1] 0155 Application Acknowledgement 

Type 

This field identifies the conditions under which 

application acknowledgments are required to be 

returned in response to this message.  Required for 

enhanced acknowledgment mode. The IHE PCD TF 

requires that this field be valued as NE for PCD-01, PCD-

04, and PCD-05 transactions, indicating that the 

receiving system SHALL NOT send acknowledgements 

as specified by this field. 

The DOC SHOULD persist this value. 

MSH-17 3 ID RE [0..1] 0399 Country Code This field contains the country of origin for the message. 

It is used primarily to specify default elements, such as 

currency denominations.  HL7 specifies that the 3-

character (alphabetic) form be used for the country 

code from ISO 3166. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

MSH-18 16 ID RE [0..1] 0211 Character Set This field contains the character set for the entire 

message. Refer to HL7 Table 0211 - Alternate character 

sets for valid values. 

The PCD TF requires this field to be valued if the 

character set is other than ASCII. If the character set is 

ASCII, the field may be null or have the value of ASCII. A 

single character set is required for a given message. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-19 705 CWE RE [0..1]  Principal Language of Message This field contains the principal language of the 

message, using codes from ISO 639.  IHE PCD assumes a 

default value of en^English^ISO639 if the field is empty. 

The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-20 20 ID X [0..0] 0356 Alternate Character Set Handling 

Scheme 

Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-21 427 EI O [0..1]  Message Profile Identifier The PCD TF requires this field in non-ACK messages to 

allow identification of a specific message profile, 

particularly for testing purposes (it is superfluous and 

therefore not required in ACK messages). PCD message 

profiles are assigned ISO OIDs by the PCD Technical 

Committee and the appropriate Message Profile 

Identifiers are to be used here in conformant messages.  

Please refer to [IHE-PCD-TF-2] for assigned OIDs and 

other details.  The DOC SHALL persist this value. 

MSH-22 567 XON X [0..0]  Sending Responsible Organization Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-23 567 XON X [0..0]  Receiving Responsible 

Organization 

Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-24 227 HD X [0..0]  Sending Network Address Not sent by DOR. 

MSH-25 227 HD X [0..0]  Receiving Network Address Not sent by DOR. 

9.2.2 PID – Patient Identification segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 3 (3.4.2) 

The PID segment is used by all applications as the primary means of communicating patient 

identification information. This segment contains permanent patient identifying and demographic 

information that, for the most part, is not likely to change frequently. 
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Table 6:  IHE PCD DEC PID Segment Content Requirements 

Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PID-1 4 SI X [0..0]  Set ID - PID Not sent by DOR. 

PID-2 20 CX X [0..0]  Patient ID Not sent by DOR. 

PID-3 250 CX C [0..6]  Patient Identifier List This field contains the list of identifiers (one or more) used 

by the healthcare facility to uniquely identify a patient (e.g., 

medical record number, billing number, birth registry, 

national unique individual identifier, etc.). In Canada, the 

Canadian Provincial Healthcare Number is used in this field.26 

For the [0..6] non-empty occurrences of the CX data type: 

CX-1:  “ID number” SHALL be persisted by the DOC; 

CX-4:  “Assigning Authority” SHALL be persisted, if present; 

and 

CX-5:  “Identifier Type Code” SHALL be persisted, if present. 

Note that PID-3.4 is an Entity Identifier data type and may 

have subcomponents. 

CX-2, CX-3, CX-6, CX-7, CX-8, CX-9, and CX-10 are not required 

by the IHE PCD TF and need not be persisted. 

PID-4 20 CX X [0..0]  Alternate Patient ID - PID Not sent by DOR. 

                                                             

26 The IHE PCD domain recognizes that it is critical for data to be associated with the correct patient; thus, the general rule that at 

least PID-3 and PID-5 be available for at least two-factor patient identification. But there are also situations like emergency 

admissions where it may be desirable to collect data before an authoritative patient identification is available, for later association 

with the patient’s other data. In such a case, these fields, instead of being populated with authoritative patient identity 

information, could be populated with agreed-on special values (like an automatically generated “stat admit” patient identifier and 

a well-known special value in PID-5 indicating the temporary situation) pending the later human-validated merging of the data.  

Please refer to [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendix B PID-3 for additional information and guidance. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PID-5 250 XPN C [0..6] 0200 Patient Name This field contains the names of the patient; the primary or 

legal name of the patient is reported first. Therefore, the 

name type code in this field should be "L – Legal" if such a 

name is available. If no name is available, the name type code 

should be "U – unspecified", and the other components 

should be empty.  

For the [0..6] non-empty occurrences of the XPN data type: 

XPN-1:  “Family Name” SHALL be persisted by the DOC; 

XPN-2:  “Given Name” SHALL be persisted; 

XPN-3:  “Second and Further Given Names or Initials Thereof” 

SHALL be persisted; 

XPN-4:  “Suffix (e.g., JR or III)” SHALL be persisted 

XPN-5:  “Prefix (e.g., DR)” SHALL be persisted; 

XPN-6:  “Degree (e.g., MD)” is not sent by the DOR; 

XPN-7:  “Name Type Code” ‘L’ – Legal, ‘U’ – unspecified and 

other Name Types in HL7 Table 0200 SHALL be persisted; 

and 

XPN-8:  “Name Representation Code” SHALL be persisted. 

Multiple given names and/or initials are separated by spaces. 

PID-6 250 XPN RE [0..1]  Mother’s Maiden Name This field contains the family name under which the mother 

was born (i.e., before marriage). It is used to distinguish 

between patients with the same last name. 

The [0..1] non-empty occurrences of the XPN data type SHALL 

be persisted by the DOC, similar to PID-5. 

PID-7 24 DTM RE [0..1]  Date/Time of Birth If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value as specified for 

MSH-7. 

PID-8 1 IS RE [0..1] 0001 Administrative Sex This field contains the patient’s sex.  Refer to HL7 User-

defined Table 0001 – Administrative Sex for suggested values 

{ F, M, O, A, N }.  If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-9 250 XPN X [0..0]  Patient Alias Not sent by DOR. 

PID-10 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0005 Race This field refers to the patient’s race. Refer to HL7 User-

defined Table 0005 – Race for suggested values.  The second 

triplet of the CWE data type for race (alternate identifier, 

alternate text, and name of alternate coding system) is 

reserved for governmentally assigned codes.  If present, the 

DOC SHALL persist this value. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PID-11 250 XAD RE [0..1]  Patient Address This field contains the mailing address of the patient. Address 

type codes are defined by HL7 Table 0190 - Address Type. 

The PCD TF only requires the first, third, fourth, and fifth 

components to be valued with the mailing address and the 

Address Type to be valued as M.  If present, the DOC SHALL 

persist this value. 

PID-12 4 IS RE [0..1] 0289 County Code Not sent by DOR; supported in the county/parish code 

component of the XAD datatype in PID-11. 

PID-13 250 XTN RE [0..2]  Phone Number - Home This field contains the patient’s personal phone numbers. 

This data type is usually in a repeatable field, to allow a list of 

numbers. The PCD requires the sequence to be the primary 

number (for backward compatibility). The PCD constrains 

this field to two repetitions to allow for a phone number and 

an email address.  If present, the DOC SHALL persist this 

value. 

PID-14 250 XTN X [0..1]  Phone Number - Business Not sent by DOR. 

PID-15 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0296 Primary Language The PCD TF requires the use of ISO639 for the codes. 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-16 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0002 Marital Status This field contains the patient's marital (civil) status using 

codes from HL7 User-defined Table 0002.  If present, the DOC 

SHALL persist this value. 

PID-17 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0006 Religion This field contains the patient's religion using codes from 

User-defined Table 0006.  If present, the DOC SHALL persist 

this value. 

PID-18 705 CX RE [0..1]  Patient Account Number If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-19 16 ST X [0..0]  SSN Number - Patient Not sent by DOR. 

PID-20 25 DLN RE [0..1]  Driver's License Number - 

Patient 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-21 705 CX RE [0..1]  Mother's Identifier If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-22 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0189 Ethnic Group If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-23 705 ST RE [0..1]  Birth Place If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-24 1 ID RE [0..1] 0136 Multiple Birth Indicator If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-25 2 NM RE [0..1]  Birth Order If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-26 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0171 Citizenship If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-27 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0172 Veterans Military Status If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PID-28 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0212 Nationality  If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-29 24 DTM RE [0..1]  Patient Death Date and Time If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value as specified for 

MSH-7. 

PID-30 1 ID RE [0..1] 0136 Patient Death Indicator If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-31 1 ID RE [0..1] 0136 Identity Unknown Indicator If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-32 20 IS RE [0..1] 0445 Identity Reliability Code If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-33 24 DTM RE [0..1]  Last Update Date/Time If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value as specified for 

MSH-7. 

PID-34 241 HD RE [0..1]  Last Update Facility If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-35 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0446 Species Code If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-36 250 CWE C [0..1] 0447 Breed Code If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-37 80 ST C [0..1]  Strain If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-38 705 CWE RE [0..2] 0429 Production Class Code If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PID-39 705 CWE RE [0..1] 0171 Tribal Citizenship If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 
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9.2.3 PV1 – Patient Visit Segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 3 (3.4.3) 

The PV1 segment is used by Registration/Patient Administration applications to communicate 

information on an account or visit-specific basis. 

Table 7:  IHE PCD DEC PV1 Segment Conformance Requirements 

Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PV1-1 4 SI X [0..0]  Set ID - PV1 Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-2 1 IS R [1..1] 0004 Patient Class This field is used by systems to categorize patients by 

site. It does not have a consistent industry-wide 

definition and is subject to site-specific variations.  

The IHE PCD domain has identified the subset of 

values {E, I, O, P, R, B, U}from the HL7 User-defined 

Table 0004 - Patient Class. 

This DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PV1-3 80 PL RE [0..1]  Assigned Patient Location This field contains the patient’s initial assigned 

location or the location to which the patient is being 

moved, if known. The first component may be the 

nursing station for inpatient locations, or clinic or 

department, for locations other than inpatient.  Refer 

[IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendix C.7 ‘PL Data Type’.  If 

present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PV1-4 2 IS X [0..0] 0007 Admission Type Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-5 250 CX X [0..0]  Preadmit Number Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-6 80 PL X [0..0]  Prior Patient Location Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-7 250 XCN X [0..0] 0010 Attending Doctor Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-8 250 XCN X [0..0] 0010 Referring Doctor Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-9 250 XCN X [0..0] 0010 Consulting Doctor Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-10 3 IS X [0..0] 0069 Hospital Service Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-11 80 PL X [0..0]  Temporary Location Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-12 2 IS X [0..0] 0087 Preadmit Test Indicator Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-13 2 IS X [0..0] 0092 Re-admission Indicator Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-14 6 IS X [0..0] 0007 Admit Source Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-15 2 IS X [0..0] 0009 Ambulatory Status Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-16 2 IS X [0..0] 0099 VIP Indicator Not sent by DOR. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PV1-17 250 XCN X [0..0] 0010 Admitting Doctor Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-18 2 IS X [0..0] 0018 Patient Type Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-19 250 CX RE [0..1]  Visit Number This field contains the unique number assigned to 

each patient visit.  If present, the DOC SHALL persist 

this value. 

PV1-20 50 FC X [0..0] 0064 Financial Class Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-21 2 IS X [0..0] 0032 Charge Price Indicator Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-22 2 IS X [0..0] 0045 Courtesy Code Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-23 2 IS X [0..0] 0046 Credit Rating Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-24 2 IS X [0..0] 0044 Contract Code Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-25 8 DT X [0..0]  Contract Effective Date Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-26 12 NM X [0..0]  Contract Amount Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-27 3 NM X [0..0]  Contract Period Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-28 2 IS X [0..0] 0073 Interest Code Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-29 4 IS X [0..0] 0110 Transfer to Bad Debt Code Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-30 8 DT X [0..0]  Transfer to Bad Debt Date Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-31 10 IS X [0..0] 0021 Bad Debt Agency Code Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-32 12 NM X [0..0]  Bad Debt Transfer Amount Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-33 12 NM X [0..0]  Bad Debt Recovery Amount Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-34 1 IS X [0..0] 0111 Delete Account Indicator Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-35 8 DT X [0..0]  Delete Account Date Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-36 3 IS X [0..0]  Discharge Disposition Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-37 47 DLD X [0..0] 0113 Discharged to Location Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-38 705 CWE X [0..0] 0114 Diet Type Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-39 2 IS X [0..0] 0115 Servicing Facility Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-40 1 IS X [0..0] 0116 Bed Status Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-41 2 IS X [0..0] 0117 Account Status Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-42 80 PL X [0..0]  Pending Location Not sent by DOR. 
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Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

PV1-43 80 PL X [0..0]  Prior Temporary Location Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-44 24 DTM RE [0..1]  Admit Date/Time This field contains the admit date/time. It is to be 

used if the event date/time is different than the admit 

date and time, i.e., a retroactive update. This field is 

also used to reflect the date/time of an 

outpatient/emergency patient registration. 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

PV1-45 24 DTM X [0..0]  Discharge Date/Time Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-46 12 NM X [0..0]  Current Patient Balance Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-47 12 NM X [0..0]  Total Charges Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-48 12 NM X [0..0]  Total Adjustments Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-49 12 NM X [0..0]  Total Payments Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-50 250 CX X [0..0] 0203 Alternate Visit ID Not sent by DOR. 

PV1-51 1 IS RE [0..1] 0326 Visit Indicator This field specifies the level on which data are being 

sent. It is the indicator used to send data at two 

levels, visit and account.  IHE PCD implementations 

shall send an ‘A’ or no value when the data in the 

message are at the account level, or ‘V’ to indicate 

that the data sent in the message are at the visit level.  

The value of this element affects the context of data 

sent in PV1, PV2, and any associated hierarchical 

segments (e.g., DB1, AL1, DG1, etc.). 

The DOC SHALL persist this value, including when no 

value has been assigned. 
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9.2.4 NTE – Notes and Comment Segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 2 (2.4.10) 

The NTE segment is used for sending notes and comments. 

The IHE PCD Technical Framework limits the use of this segment to only one purpose: to comment 

on the observations and the orders. Therefore, in the messages that conform to the IHE PCD TF, 

NTE segments SHALL only appear following either OBR or OBX segments. 

Information that can be coded in OBX segments or OBR segments SHALL NOT be sent in a NTE 

segment.  

Table 8:  IHE PCD DEC NTE Segment Conformance Requirements 

Field LEN DT Use Card TBL# Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

NTE-1 4 SI R [1..1]  Set ID – NTE If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

NTE-2 8 ID X [0..0]  Source of Comment Not sent by DOR. 

NTE-3 65536 FT RE [0..1]   Comment This field contains the text of the comment. This text 

MAY be formatted. In order to delete an existing 

comment, the field shall contain empty quotation 

marks: "". 

Comment text of identical type and source shall be 

included in the same occurrence of an NTE segment, 

and not be split over multiple segments. 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this value. 

NTE-4 705 CWE X [0..0]  Comment Type Not sent by DOR. 

NTE-5 3220 XCN X [0..0]  Entered by Not sent by DOR. 

NTE-6 24 DTM X [0..0]  Entered Date/Time Not sent by DOR. 

NTE-7 24 DTM X [0..0]  Expiration Date Not sent by DOR. 

9.2.5 OBR – Observation Request segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 7 (7.4.1) 

In the reporting of clinical data, the Observation Request Segment (OBR) serves as the ‘report 

header’ for the ORDER_OBSERVATION segment group, which in its simplest form is an OBR 

segment followed by a set of OBX segments which represent observations associated with the 

‘order’ represented by the OBR segment.  It identifies the observation set represented by the 

following atomic observations.  It includes the relevant ordering information when that applies and 

many of the attributes that apply to all of the following observations. 
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Table 9:  IHE PCD DEC OBR Conformance Requirements 

Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBR-1 SI R [1..1] Set ID - OBR For the first OBR order transmitted in each message, the sequence number 

SHALL be 1; for the second order, it SHALL be 2; and so on.  The DOC 

SHALL persist this value. 

OBR-2 EI C [0..1] Placer Order Number The PCD TF requires at a minimum that Entity Identifier (EI-1) and 

Namespace ID (EI-2) be valued, and recommends that the Namespace Id 

(EI-2) shall refer to the locally unique application identifier assigned to the 

Device Observation Reporter application implementing IHE PCD actors, 

which fill the role of an ordering application such as the DOR.  If present, 

the DOR SHALL persist this value. 

Refer to [IHE-PCD-TF-2] for additional requirements. 

OBR-3 EI R [1..1] Filler Order Number This field is the order number associated with the filling application. This 

is a permanent identifier for an order and its associated observations, and 

SHALL be persisted by the DOC.  Refer to [IHE-PCD-TF-2] for additional 

requirements. 

OBR-4 CWE R [1..1] Universal Service 

Identifier 

This field contains the identifier code for the requested 

observation/test/battery and SHALL be persisted by the DOC. This can 

refer to specific existing orders or nonspecific “standing” orders.  

“Universal” procedure codes from a code set recognized by HL7 should be 

used when available. 

When reporting events related to “standing orders”, as is common in 

patient monitoring, these codes may describe a generic service.  For 

example, the SNOMED-CT (HL7 Universal ID Type SCT) terms would be 

appropriate: 

  266706003^Continuous ECG monitoring^SCT 

 359772000^glucose monitoring at home^SCT 

 182777000^monitoring of patient^SCT 

If no appropriate SNOMED-CT is available, terms from IEEE 11073 may be 

used, otherwise, locally defined codes may be used. Refer to descriptions 

of particular PCD transactions for other requirements or 

recommendations. 

OBR-5 ID X [0..0] Priority - OBR Not sent by DOR. 

OBR-6 DTM X [0..0] Requested Date/Time Not sent by DOR. 

OBR-7 DTM RE [0..1] Observation Date/Time OBR-7 specifies the time point or start of time interval for all OBX 

segments within the scope of this OBR segment, that is, OBX segments that 

are part of the ORDER_OBSERVATION segment group, that do not specify 

an overriding time point in OBX-14.  The presence of an overriding time 

point in OBX-14 signals an episodic measurement such as noninvasive 

blood pressure. The absence of an overriding time point in OBX-14 implies 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

that this is an instance of a periodically sampled observation with a time 

stamp given by OBR-7. 

The DOC SHALL persist the existence and value of OBR-7 to its fullest 

precision. 

The timestamp SHALL include a valid time-zone offset.  If the civil time 

zone offset is unknown, then UTC time SHALL be specified using a time 

zone offset of “-0000”. 

OBR-8 DTM RE [0..1] Observation End 

Date/Time 

If OBR-8 is not specified, OBR-7 specifies the default time point for all OBX 

segments within its scope that do not specify an overriding time point in 

OBX-14. 

If OBR-7 and OBR-8 are both specified, OBR-7 specifies the mathematically 

‘closed’ interval boundary at the start of the time interval, and OBR-8 

specifies the mathematically ‘open’ end of the time interval. The interval 

[OBR-7, OBR-8) serves as the default time interval for all OBX segments 

within its scope that do not specify an overriding time point in OBX-14. 

A single-valued OBX-5 is assumed to occur at time OBR-7 by default, and a 

multi-valued OBX-5 containing N values is assumed to be divided into N 

equal time sub-intervals, with the Nth value occurring at the beginning of 

each time sub-interval. 

The default time interval [OBR-7, OBR-8) is equivalent to the HL7 V3 

representation where inclusive="true" specifies a ‘closed’ boundary and 

inclusive="false" specifies an ‘open’ boundary for the ten second interval 

shown below. 

    <effectiveTime> 

       <low value="20100101091820.000+0000" inclusive="true" /> 

       <high value="20100101091830.000+0000" inclusive="false" /> 

    </effectiveTime> 

The DOC SHALL persist the existence and value of OBR-8 to its fullest 

precision. 

The timestamp SHALL include a valid time-zone offset.  If the civil time 

zone offset is unknown, then UTC time SHALL be specified using a time 

zone offset of “-0000”. 

OBR-9 CQ X [0..0] Collection Volume Not sent by DOR. 

OBR-10 XCN R2 [0..1] Collection Identifier When a specimen is required for a study, this field is available to identify 

the person, department, or facility that collected the specimen. The 

existence and value SHALL be persisted.  Refer to the HL7 v2.6 

specification for details of the XCN data type. 
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9.2.6 OBX - Observation/Result segment 

References:  [IHE-PCD-TF-2] Appendices B and C   [HL7-V2.6] Chapter 7 (7.4.2) 

The HL7 OBX segment is used to transmit a single observation or observation fragment. 

It is important to note that the values used for the OBX fields depend upon whether the OBX is 

being used to provide information about the device(s) from which measurements are derived or to 

provide information related to the measurement metrics and related information. The IHE PCD TF 

defines the appropriate coding for usage in a device related or metric related context.  Each OBX 

shall be coded for a specific context – device related or metric related. 

Table 10:  IHE PCD DEC OBX Segment Content Requirements 

Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-1 SI R [1..1] Set ID – OBX The DOC SHALL persist the OBX-1 value {as an unsigned decimal integer} 

OBX-2 ID C [0..1] Value Type The DOC SHALL persist the OBX-2 value {as a coded value from HL7 Table 

0125} 

OBX-3 CWE R [1..1] Observation Identifier The DOC SHALL persist OBX-3.1, OBX-3.2, and OBX-3.3 

  {Identifier, Text, and Coding System} 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist OBX-3.4, OBX-3.5, and OBX-3.6 

  {Alternative Identifier, Text, and Coding System} 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist OBX-3.7, OBX-3.8, and OBX-3.9. 

Vocabularies, most preferred listed first:   

  hRTM [‘published’, ‘provisional’] and IEEE 11073 MDC_DEV_* terms; 

  then LOINC, then SNOMED; 

  then other standard vocabulary recognized by HL7; 

  then ‘proposed’, then ‘private’. 

OBX-4 ST R [1..1] Observation Sub-ID The DOC SHALL persist the OBX-4 

<MDS>.<VMD>.<Channel>.<Metric>[.FACET[.SUBFACET]] ‘dotted 

hierarchy’ value as a sequence of unsigned decimal integers separated by 

dots ‘.’ 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-5 Varies C [0..1] Observation Value The DOC SHALL support and persist the OBX-5 value types specified by 

OBX-2: 

  {CNE, CWE, CF, DR, DTM, ED, FT, NA, NM, PN, SN, ST, TM, XCN, XPN} 

which MAY be empty for observations that report abnormality or normality 

in OBX-8. 

This field MAY repeat multipart, single answer results with appropriate data 

types, e.g., CWE, TX, and FT data types. 

When the Observation Value is numeric, the number of digits to the right of 

the decimal point SHALL reflect the precision ascribed by the device to the 

measurement and such digits SHALL NOT be arbitrarily dropped from string 

representations of the value.27 

When the Observation Value is enumerated, the enumerated value(s) 

SHOULD be drawn from the set listed in the [NIST-hRTM] ‘Enum_Values’ 

for the observation identifier specified by OBX-3.  In cases where one or 

more of the enumerated values are not listed in the [NIST-hRTM], a warning 

message SHALL be logged to indicate that the new enumerated value(s) 

should be considered for possible inclusion in the [NIST-hRTM]. 

With repetition, multiple distinct enumerated values MAY be sent by the 

DOR and SHALL be captured by the DOC, typically representing multiple 

simultaneous ‘active’ conditions, e.g. multiple bits set in a flag register.  In 

these cases the ‘Enum_Values’ value set is prefaced by ‘AnyOf’ in the [NIST-

hRTM] and a cardinality of [0..*] applies; otherwise, only a ‘choice-of-one’ 

enumerated value is permitted. 

This field SHALL be valued for metric-related (numeric or enumerated) 

segments but SHALL NOT be valued for device-related segments. 

                                                             

27 For example, if the measurement has two significant digits after the decimal point and happens to include one or more trailing 

zeros, the string representing the measurement SHALL include the trailing zeros to reflect precision, even though they do not 

change the numeric value.  [Informative note:  The IHE PCD Waveform Content Module (WCM) requires that waveform 

samples be sent as an array of signed integers, but allows arbitrary scaling of the decade-scaled units-of-measure by an arbitrary 

decimal scale factor or as the ratio of two unsigned integers embedded in a UCUM unit-of-measure, the latter conveyed in OBX-

6.] 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-6 CWE C [0..1] Units The DOC SHALL support and persist this value if OBX-5 is populated with a 

numeric value.  [This field will also be populated for a device-related 

observation if OBX-7 is used for the device operating range and SHALL also 

be persisted by the DOC.] 

The unit-of-measure SHALL be a UOM_MDC or UOM_UCUM listed in the 

[NIST-hRTM] for the numeric observation identifier specified by OBX-3. 

The DOC MAY map the UOM_MDC or UOM_UCUM unit-of-measure originally 

sent by the DOR to an equivalent UOM_UCUM unit-of-measure listed in the 

[NIST-hRTM] for the numeric observation identifier specified by OBX-3.28 

OBX-7 ST CE [0..1] References Range The DOC SHALL persist this value.  For metric-related segments this 

contains the current alarm limit range for the observed metric value in this 

OBX.  For device related metrics this provides the device measurement 

range capability. 

OBX-8 IS CE [0..1] Abnormal Flags [0078] The DOC SHALL persist this value that contains zero or more codes (IS data 

type) to augment the interpretation of the observation. Codes beyond the 

first are included as repetitions using the tilde ("~") separator character.  

The following abbreviations are used to indicate the type of abnormality or 

other exceptional condition: 

Abnormality Type {N, L, LL, H, HH, A} 

Measurement Status {INV, QUES, NAV, CAL, TEST, DEMO, EARLY, BUSY, 

ALACT, ALINH} 

Missing or Invalid Data {NI, NA, NAV, OFF, MSK, OTH, NAN, PINF, NINF} 

Alert Priority {PN, PL, PM, PH} and Alert Source {SP, ST, SA} used by ACM. 

OBX-9 NM X [0..0] Probability Not sent by DOR 

OBX-10 ID CE [0..1] Nature of Abnormal Test 

[0080] 

Typically not sent by DOR; the DOC SHOULD persist this field. 

OBX-11 ID R [1..1] Observation Result Status 

[0085] 

This field contains the observation result status.  This field should be filled 

according to HL7 Table 0085 described in Chapter 7 of HL7. For the IHE 

PCD TF, the possible values for this field for the DEC profile are {C, D, F, P, R, 

S, U, W, X}. 

The value of X is used for device related segments where OBX-7 is not used 

to express the device measurement range capability. Certain values of OBX-

8 Abnormal Flags are semantically linked to OBX-11 Observation Results 

Status; see the table under OBX-8 in the IHE PCD DEC TF for these cases.  

The DOC SHALL persist this field. 

                                                             

28 This supports mapping the original UOM_MDC or UOM_UCUM sent by the DOR to any equivalent UOM_UCUM unit.  The 

mapping is documented in the NIST RTMMS ‘hRTM’ for individual observations and can also be downloaded as an HTML 

table, where UOM_MDC or UOM_UCUM units that have identical dimensionality and scale factor are listed on the same row. 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-12 DTM X [0..0] Effective Date of Reference 

Range 

Not sent by DOR. 

OBX-13 ST X [0..0] User Defined Access Checks Not sent by DOR. 

OBX-14 DTM RE [0..1] Date/Time of the Observation If this field is present in a 'metric' observation, its value overrides the time 

point specified by OBR-7 or the time interval specified by [OBR-7, OBR-8). 

This should only be populated to signal an episodic observation, such as 

noninvasive blood pressure. For periodically sampled observations where 

the time stamp for all observations in the message is the same and is given 

in OBR-7 or [OBR-7, OBR-8), OBX-14 should not be populated. 

This implies that time stamp may be ‘inherited’ from the OBR, which is in 

effect a higher-level grouping element for the OBX segments it contains (i.e., 

that form part of the same ORDER_OBSERVATION segment group), unless 

the time stamp is overridden. In a similar way, an OBX segment applying to 

a higher level in the MDS-VMD-channel-metric hierarchy establishes a 

default time stamp for its contained lower-level elements, unless 

overridden by associating a time stamp with the lower-level element. In 

other words, metric observations get their time stamps from their nearest 

‘ancestor’ which has a time stamp in OBX-14, unless they have a time stamp 

of their own in OBX-14. For example, CHAN channel-level OBXs with filled 

OBX-14 fields establish a default time stamp for their contained METRIC 

observations. 

The DOC SHALL persist the existence and value of OBX-14 to its fullest 

precision. 

The timestamp SHALL include a valid time-zone offset.  If the civil time zone 

offset is unknown, then UTC time SHALL be specified using a time zone 

offset of “-0000”. 

OBX-15 CWE RE [0..1] Producer's ID This field contains a unique identifier of the responsible producing service. 

It should be reported explicitly when the test results are produced at 

outside laboratories, for example. When this field is null, the receiving 

system assumes that the observations were produced by the sending 

organization. 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this field. 

OBX-16 XCN RE [0..1] Responsible Observer When required, this field contains the identifier of the individual directly 

responsible for the observation (i.e., the person who either performed or 

verified it). In a nursing service, the observer is usually the professional 

who performed the observation (e.g., took the blood pressure). In a 

laboratory, the observer is the technician who performed or verified the 

analysis.   

The identifier values for the Operator ID field may null, if unknown or 

unspecified at the sending device.  The code for the observer is recorded as 

a CWE data type. 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this field. 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-17 CWE RE [0..n] Observation Method This optional field can be used to transmit the method(s) or procedure(s) 

by which an observation was obtained when the sending system wishes to 

distinguish among one measurement obtained by different methods. 

For metric related segments, observation methods are in many cases 

implicit in device related MDC REFID/codes; use of OBX-17 is superfluous if 

given there. However, if observation method is needed and no device detail 

is shown, then the method shall be given here. 

The preferred format is an MDC value, secondly a LOINC value. 

This field is repeatable, and may be used with multiple coded elements to 

reflect different aspects of the methods used to make an observation (for 

example, an episodic as opposed to continuous, periodic measurement for 

cardiac output). 

The observation may be identified as to whether it is measured, calculated, 

or a setting, using these codes based on IEEE 11073 MetricCategory: 

  UNSPEC^mcat-unspec^MDC 

  AMEAS^auto-measurement^MDC 

  MMEAS^manual-measurement^MDC 

  ASET^auto-setting^MDC 

  MSET^manual-setting^MDC 

  ACALC^auto-calculation^MDC 

  MCALC^manual-calculation^MDC 

This field can convey the distinction between measurements (AMEAS or 

MMEAS) settings (MMEAS or MSET), as well as whether the measurement 

or setting was initiated by an operator (MMEAS, as in an episodic 

measurement, MSET, as in a manual setting) or automatically, as in a 

periodic measurement (AMEAS). 

If omitted, the default value is AMEAS. 

The DOC SHALL persist this field, including when the value was omitted. 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-18 EI RE [0..1] Equipment Instance Identifier This field identifies the Equipment Instance (e.g., infusion pump, 

physiological monitor) responsible for the production of the observation. 

This is to provide specific traceability for the source of the observation, and 

so identification should identify the equipment at the lowest practical 

subsystem level where this applies: for example, the individual removable 

module in a physiological monitor. This allows an observation or a trouble 

indication to be traced to its source as specifically as possible.29 

For the PCD DEC TF, the preferred format is an EUI-64 Device ID, e.g. 

|0123456789ABCDEF^^0123456789ABCDEF^EUI-64| 

The EUI-64 form of identifier discussed above is required in production 

environments. 

In debug and test environments the following form of identifier is 

acceptable, and it may also be used if desired in addition to EUI-64 as a 

repeat of this field since OBX-18 is repeatable, e.g. 

|123456^ICU_MONITOR^megacorp.com^DNS| . 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist this field. 

OBX-19 DTM CE [0..1] Date/Time of the Analysis This field MAY be used if a duplicate of OBX-14 is needed in this field by the 

receiving system.  For the PCD DEC TF, use OBX-14 preferentially if device 

time is relevant. Information in OBX-14 may be duplicated here if local 

needs dictate. 

The DOC SHOULD persist this field. 

                                                             

29 Future implementation note: as of HL7 V2.7, this field is retained for backward compatibility only. This field will be 

represented through the PRT segment.  Future versions of the IHE PCD Technical Framework will require the use of this 

segment, which will provide for including the Unique Device Identification adopted by the U.S. F.D.A. and by regulatory 

agencies in other jurisdictions. 
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Field DT Use Card Element name Detailed criteria for F, C, S and Q 

OBX-20 CWE RE [0..*] Observation Site(s) The DOC SHALL persist OBX-20.1, OBX-20.2, and OBX-20.3  

  {Identifier, Text, and Coding System} 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist OBX-20.4, OBX-20.5, and OBX-20.6  

  {Alternative Identifier, Text, and Coding System} 

If present, the DOC SHALL persist OBX-20.7, OBX-20.8, and OBX-20.9. 

With repetition, multiple Observation Sites MAY be sent by the DOR and 

SHALL be captured by the DOC, representing calculations based on or 

measurements obtained from multiple sites. 

Vocabularies, most preferred listed first:   

  hRTM [‘published’, ‘provisional’]; 

  then LOINC, then SNOMED; 

  then other standard vocabulary recognized by HL7 or veterinary 

medicine; 

  then ‘proposed’, then ‘private’. 

The Observation Site(s) SHOULD be drawn from the set listed in the [NIST-

hRTM] ‘External_Sites’ for the observation identifier specified by OBX-3.  In 

cases where one or more of the Observation Sites are not listed in the 

[NIST-hRTM], a warning message SHALL be logged to indicate that the new 

Observation Site(s) should be considered for possible inclusion in the 

[NIST-hRTM]. 

This field SHOULD not be used for a specimen source or specimen collection 

site.  
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9.3 Vendor disclosure of aggregate DOC capabilities 

The vendor SHALL disclose the «FCQSQADV» tuples representing the capabilities of the DOC: 

 (a) once representing all HL7 V2 MSH, PID, PV1, NTE, and OBR segments supported by the DOC; 

 (b) once representing all device-related OBX segments supported by the DOC with the REFID 

‘MDC_DEV_*’ and/or 

 (c) once for any device-specific OBX segments supported by the DOC with REFID 

‘MDC_DEV_device …’; and 

 (d) once for each of the METRIC-level metric-related OBX segments supported by the DOC, 

labeled by their REFID. 

An example is shown in Table 11 using the [NIST-hRTM] ECG numeric and status information 

shown in Appendix III.  This disclosure shows that all of the [NIST-hRTM] ECG numeric and status 

information is forwarded, cached, stored, and queried.  The only numeric parameter that is not 

semantically integrated nor displayed is MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST since it does not include an ECG lead 

designator (a sensible restriction by the vendor). 

Table 11:  Example vendor disclosure of aggregate DOC capabilities for ECG 

FCQSQADV SEG REFID CMI-

Validation 

Comments (not part of disclosure) 

FCQSQADx MSH . ✓ Modification prohibited 

FCQSQADx PID . ✓ Modification prohibited 

FCQSQADv PIV . ✓ Review with limited modification 

FCQSQADv OBR . ✓ Review with limited modification 

FCQSQADv NTE . ✓ Review with limited modification 

FCQSQ--- OBX MDC_DEV_* ✓   

FCQSQAD- OBX MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD ✓  

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE_BTB    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE 

MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE 

✓ 
hRTM shows REFID-synonyms with green font; 

same numeric CF_CODE10 is used for both. 

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_PACED_BEAT_RATE ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_RR_GL    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QTc    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QT_GL    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_ARRHY    
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FCQSQADV SEG REFID CMI-

Validation 

Comments (not part of disclosure) 

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_STAT_ECT    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_STAT_RHY    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_V_P_C_CNT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_COUNT 

✓ 
  

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RATE ✓   

FCQSQ--- OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST 
 

Not supported by DOC – ECG lead must be 

specified! 

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AI    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AS    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVF    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVL    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVR    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV1    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV2    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV3    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV4    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV5    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV6    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_ES    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_I ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_II ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_III ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL1    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL6    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V    

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V1 ✓   
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FCQSQADV SEG REFID CMI-

Validation 

Comments (not part of disclosure) 

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V2 ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V3 ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V4 ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V5 ✓   

FCQSQADV OBX MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V6 ✓   

In addition to disclosing the «FCQSQADV» tuples, the DOC vendor SHALL disclose the forwarding 

protocol(s) and query and query response protocols that are used by DOC capabilities ‘F’, ‘CQ’, 

and/or ‘SQ’.  At the present time, only IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 or HL7 FHIR messaging using the 

ISO/IEEE 11073 nomenclature (and/or LOINC, SNOMED and UCUM or other HL7-recognized 

nomenclatures) are considered acceptable from an open-standards compliance perspective.30  The 

DOC vendor SHALL also describe the system(s) and application(s) required to support this 

disclosure. 

  

                                                             

30 Although there is significant interest in using HL7 FHIR, it is currently not as mature as the IHE PCD DEC Technical 

Framework using HL7 V2.6 message syntax, and is not supported at a comparable level of conformance testing currently 

available for IHE PCD DEC using the NIST Test Tools.  Also, the simplicity of using the same IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 HL7 

V2.6 message format for outbound data from the DOR to the DOC and data sent ‘northbound’ from the DOC cannot be 

underestimated, especially when the same set of NIST Test Tools (and other test tools) can be applied to verify both. 
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Table 12:  Vendor disclosure of DOC query and data export protocols 

Capability Description/Disclosure 

F 

Forwarding 

1.  IHE PCD DEC PCD-01 message stream(s) 

2.  HL7 FHIR  (when available) 

3.  Other export protocol  (disclose) 

CQ 

Caching with Query 

1.  IHE PCD Retrospective Data Query (RDQ) with PCD-01 query response 

2.  HL7 FHIR  (when available) 

3.  Other query and export protocol  (disclose) 

4.  The time duration and/or other criteria before data is committed to long-

term storage. 

SQ 

Storage with Query 

1.  IHE PCD Retrospective Data Query (RDQ) with PCD-01 query response 

2.  HL7 FHIR  (when available) 

3.  Other query and export protocol  (disclose) 

AD or D 
Display 

Disclose method(s) for viewing semantically captured data. 

V 
Validation 

Disclose validation method(s). 

Additional notes: 

1.  Containment modeling 

At the present time the IHE PCD domain and IEEE 11073 General Committee have not defined a 

normative set of containment models for all devices.  This work is currently underway with the 

NIST/Prometheus ‘Domain Information Model’ (DIM) tool, and it is likely that many of these will be 

largely finalized by the end of this year, possibly in time for testing at the IHE NA Connectathon and 

other test venues. 

2.  Disclosure of containment elements 
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The MDS, VMD, and CHAN hierarchy ‘above’ the METRIC values can be usefully expressed in the 

DOC disclosure by listing the specific VMD REFID in the OBX that precedes the METRIC OBXs for a 

given parameters.  For example, all the ECG METRICs was prefaced by MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD in Table 

11, which is a good starting point. 

3.  Global and individual capabilities 

In Table 11, a pair of device-related OBXs were listed.  The first indicates that the DOC can forward, 

cache, and store any MDS, VMD and/or CHAN device-related OBX element in a generic manner (an 

excellent practice).  The generic MDC_DEV_* disclosure was followed by MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD, 

which in turn was followed by metric-related OBXs for ECG (another good practice). 

FCQSQ--- OBX MDC_DEV_* 

FCQSQAD- OBX MDC_DEV_ECG_

VMD 

The only downside is that this may be somewhat more complex to process in the final 

interoperability assessment, described in the next section. 

9.4 DOC Interoperability Assessment 

The final step is to combine the vendor’s disclosure of the DOC capabilities with other information 

to produce a final interoperability assessment.  The benefit of the multi-step disclosure process is 

that the per-segment assessment can support multiple evaluations over different sets of clinical 

data, e.g. The Center’s list of ‘essential’ vital signs, the complete hRTM Harmonized Rosetta, or 

between a specific DOR and a specific DOC. 

The four sets of observation identifiers are identified in Table 13 below.  Of these, the first two are 

closest to the ‘spirit and letter’ of defining comprehensive semantic interoperability between a DOR 

and DOC: 

 The hRTM defines the set of nomenclature and co-constraints to which all Device Observation 

Reporters (DORs) SHALL comply and to which any Device Observation Consumer (DOCs) SHALL be 

expected to receive and support. 

Of course, this is a tall order for the DOC since there over 900+ observation identifiers currently 

listed in the [NIST-hRTM] and a comparable number of units-of-measure, enumerated values, and 

measurement site locations listed as co-constraints.  Thus, restricted term sets may also be defined 

by the Center and other parties, such as vendors interested in determining that a particular DOR 

can communicate with a DOC. 
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Table 13:  Observation Identifier Term Sets 

Term Set Description 

hRTM-published-only hRTM ‘approved and published’ list of IEEE 11073 terms 

hRTM-with-provisional hRTM ‘approved and published’ + ‘provisional’ list of IEEE 11073 terms 

CMI-vital-signs Center’s list of essential vital signs 

DOR-to-DOC DOR specific list of terms; are they supported by the DOC? 

 

For the mutually agreed-upon Term Set listed above, the DOC Interoperability Assessment SHALL 

be based on the appearance of desired Capability string ‘F’, ‘CQ’, ‘SQ’, or ‘D’ appearing in all the 

«FCQSQADV» tuples listed in the Term Set noted above.  In this case, the DOC SHALL be deemed 

‘conformant’, aka ‘PASS’. 

If one or more the «FCQSQADV» tuples does not contain the desired Capability string ‘F’, ‘CQ’, ‘SQ’, 

or ‘D’, the DOC SHALL be deemed ‘non-conformant’, aka ‘FAIL’.  [Note that terms in the Term Set not 

supported by the DOC would have a Capability string of «--------» and would produce an overall 

assessment of ‘non-conformant’.] 

Using the Term Set based on the hRTM subset for ECG shown in Table 11, the DOC would be 

considered conformant with regards to forwarding ‘F’, caching with query ‘CQ’ and storage with 

query ‘SQ’ this data.  [Note that if the leadless MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST were omitted from the Term Set, 

the DOC would be considered conformant with respect to display ‘D’ of this information as well.  In 

this regard, the Center could exclude exceptions like this.] 
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Annex A. IHE PCD Test and Capability Disclosure (Normative)  

The following information SHALL be disclosed regarding a Medical Device, Gateway, or Platform 

regarding its tested and disclosed capabilities.  [Editorial note:  Examples shown are provided for 

preliminary discussion; it is likely that a normative XML disclosure format will also be defined due to 

the large number of terms that could be disclosed.] 

Center4MI IHE PCD Integration Statement  (required) 

Vendor Vendor Name 

Product Name Product Name 

Version Product Version 

Date Product Version Date 

Availability Commercially Available ( NOW | future date, e.g. 2018 Q1) 

  

IHE Connectathon Testing (conditional, if product was recently tested at a Connectathon) 

Version Tested Product Version Tested 

Date Tested Date Tested  (e.g. 2018-01-16) 

Profile Pub Date Profile Publication Date  (e.g 2017-11-09) 

  

Implemented IHE Profiles (required) 

PCD Profiles DEC  

Actor DOR | DOC 

{ Transaction } PCD-01  {this usually can be determined from the Profile:Actor 2-tuple} 

ITI Profiles CT ( PAM | PDQ ) 

Options MLLP 

  

Disclosed and Tested Identifier Sets  (required for each Profile [Transaction [Actor [Option]]] -tuple) 
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DEC PCD-01 DOR 

  OBX-3.1,2,3  

69965^MDC_DEV_MON_PHYSIO_MULTI_PARAM_MDS^MDC 

. 70686^MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_VMD^MDC 

. . 70687^MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_CHAN^MDC     (_CHAN OBX recommended for 

measurement sets) 

. . . 150021^MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_SYS^MDC 

. . . 150022^MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_DIA^MDC 

. . . 150023^MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_MEAN^MDC 

. 4262^MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD^MDC 

. . 4263^MDC_DEV_ECG_CHAN^MDC                   (_CHAN OBX can be omitted in cases like this) 

. . . 147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC 

. . . 147232^MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QT_GL^MDC 

. . . 147236^MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QTc^MDC 

DEC PCD-01 DOR 

  MDC REFIDs only  

MDC_DEV_MON_PHYSIO_MULTI_PARAM_MDS 

. MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_VMD 

. . MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_CHAN             (_CHAN OBX recommended for 

measurement sets) 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_SYS 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_DIA 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_MEAN 

. MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD 

. . MDC_DEV_ECG_CHAN                            (_CHAN OBX can be omitted in cases like this) 

. . . MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE 

. . . MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QT_GL 

. . . MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QTc 

  

Additional topics for discussion … 

Permit ‘private’ and 

‘proposed’ MDCX terms to 

be disclosed 

Approved and published:  147842^MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE^MDC 

Private terms:  131072^MDCGE_EEG_COHERENCE_INDEX^MDC  (upper 4K of partition) 

Proposed MDCX_ terms:  0^MDCX_ECG_QT_DISPERSION^MDC   
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Appendix I. DOR device containment disclosure examples 

The Appendix provides examples of device containment disclosures for (I.1) a simple vital signs 

monitor and (I.2) an infant incubator or warmer.  A tabular HTML format is used that conveys a 

surprising amount of information that is easy to read and review. 

I.1 Simple Vital Signs Monitor (VSM) 

The ‘containment’ disclosure for a simple vital signs monitor is shown using a tabular format below.  

The MDS, VMD, and CHAN containment hierarchy for this type device is formed by prefacing the 

REFID with zero, one or two dots to show its ‘dot-level’ position in OBX-4, i.e. ‘dot-level 1’, ‘dot-level 

2’, and ‘dot-level 3’ or |mds.vmd.chan.metric|. 

The METRIC ‘dot-level 4’ conveys the primary physiologic and device status information; the FACET 

‘dot-level 5’ is used to convey additional attributes that further define or refine the parent METRIC 

value. 

The example shown below is appropriate for a gateway that can send data for a variety of vital signs 

monitors made by multiple vendors.  For example, multiple units of measure are listed to reflect the 

capabilities of all of the devices ‘behind’ the gateway and not just a specific device vendor and 

model.  This includes the use of either IEEE 11073 MDC or UCUM units of measure. 

Table I.1.1:  Vital Signs Monitor (multi-vendor with channels and all unit-of-measure options) 

REFID Description CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values 

MDC_DEV_SYS_VS_MDS Vital Signs Monitor 70741 . . . . 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_VMD Pulse Oximetry (VMD) 69642 . . . . 

. . MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_CHAN SpO2 (Channel) 69643 . . . . 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_SAT_O2 SpO2 150456 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_PULS_RATE SpO2 Pulse Rate 149530 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MI

N 

{beat}/min 264864 . 

. MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD ECG (VMD) 69798 . . . . 

. . MDC_DEV_CARD_RATE_CHAN ECG Heart Rate (Channel) 70739 . . . . 

. . . MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE ECG Heart Rate 147842 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MI

N 

{beat}/min 264864 . 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_RESP_RATE_VMD Resp (VMD) 69722 . . . . 

. . MDC_DEV_ANALY_RESP_RATE_CHAN Resp Rate (Channel) 69723 . . . . 

. . . MDC_RESP_RATE Resp Rate 151562 MDC_DIM_RESP_PER_MI

N 

{resp}/min 264928 . 

. MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_VMD NIBP (VMD) 70686 . . . . 

. . MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_CHAN Systolic/Diastolic/MAP/R

ate 

70687 . . . . 
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REFID Description CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_SYS Systolic 150021 MDC_DIM_MMHG 

MDC_DIM_KILO_PASCAL 

mm[Hg] 

kPa 

266016 

265987 

. 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_DIA Diastolic 150022 MDC_DIM_MMHG 

MDC_DIM_KILO_PASCAL 

mm[Hg] 

kPa 

266016 

265987 

. 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_MEAN Mean Arterial Pressure 150023 MDC_DIM_MMHG 

MDC_DIM_KILO_PASCAL 

mm[Hg] 

kPa 

266016 

265987 

. 

. . . MDC_PULS_RATE_NON_INV Pulse Rate 149546 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MI

N 

MDC_DIM_PER_MIN 

MDC_DIM_PULS_PER_MI

N 

{beat}/min 

{count}/min 

{pulse}/min 

264864 

264672 

264896 

. 

. MDC_DEV_METER_TEMP_VMD Temperature (VMD) 69902 . . . . 

. . MDC_DEV_METER_TEMP_CHAN Body Temp (Channel) 69903 . . . . 

. . . MDC_TEMP_BODY Body temperature 150364 MDC_DIM_DEGC 

MDC_DIM_FAHR 

Cel 

[degF] 

268192 

266560 

. 

 

An example of a containment model for a specific device model and manufacturer is shown below, 

listing only units of measure sent by the device.  The CHAN OBX segments have also been removed 

for brevity, an optimization that is permitted by IHE PCD DEC when there is no loss of semantic 

context for the METRIC-level observations.  

Table I.1.2:  Vital Signs Monitor (single vendor, MDC units-of-measure, no channels, CMI Validation) 

REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values CMI-

Validation 

MDC_DEV_SYS_VS_MDS 70741 . . . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_VMD 69642 . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_SAT_O2 150456 MDC_DIM_PERCENT 262688 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_PULS_RATE 149530 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_M

IN 

264864 . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD 69798 . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE 147842 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_M

IN 

264864 . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_RESP_RATE_VMD 69722 . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_RESP_RATE 151562 MDC_DIM_RESP_PER_MI

N 

264928 . ✓ 

. 

MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_VMD 

70686 . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_SYS 150021 MDC_DIM_MMHG 266016 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_DIA 150022 MDC_DIM_MMHG 266016 . ✓ 
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REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values CMI-

Validation 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_MEAN 150023 MDC_DIM_MMHG 266016 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_RATE_NON_INV 149546 MDC_DIM_PULS_PER_MI

N 

264896 . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_METER_TEMP_VMD 69902 . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_BODY 150364 MDC_DIM_DEGC 

MDC_DIM_FAHR 

268192 

266560 

. 
✓ 

Although the CF_CODE10 and CF_UCODE10 numeric codes could be omitted in the disclosure, 

vendors should include this information since it allows additional verification of the disclosure 

document itself. 

The CMI-Validation column has been added to illustrate one way in which additional verification 

and validation test results can be added to the initial disclosures provided by the vendor.  The 

containment disclosure, as an HTML or XML document, is a computable representation that can 

support additional clinical uses such as determining whether a collection of devices can fulfill the 

data requirements for one or more use-cases or clinical scenarios. 

*     *     * 

A minimal disclosure, not recommended, would only list the dot-prefixed REFIDs disclosed by the 

vendor, plus an indication of CMI-validation status.  Although this disclosure goes beyond the basic 

requirements for a traditional IHE Conformance Statement, it does not include unit-of-measure, 

enumerated values, and measurement site information that would be very useful to know for other 

devices. 

Table II.1.3:  Vital Signs Monitor (minimal disclosure, not recommended) 

REFID CMI-

Validation 

MDC_DEV_SYS_VS_MDS ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_VMD ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_SAT_O2 ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_PULS_RATE ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ECG_VMD ✓ 

. . . MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_RESP_RATE_VMD ✓ 

. . . MDC_RESP_RATE ✓ 

. 

MDC_DEV_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_VMD 

✓ 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_SYS ✓ 
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REFID CMI-

Validation 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_DIA ✓ 

. . . MDC_PRESS_BLD_NONINV_MEAN ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_RATE_NON_INV ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_METER_TEMP_VMD ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_BODY ✓ 

I.2 Infant Incubator or Warmer (informative) 

The device containment disclosure for a combined infant incubator and/or warmer, 

aka microenvironment, is shown below.  It supports reporting temperature using °F and °C, and 

lists the enumerated values that represent the union of capabilities for at least two device vendors, 

multiple device types (incubator and/or warmer), and models. 

 

Table I.2.1:  Infant Incubator or Warmer (multi-vendor with channels, units-of-measure and enumerations) 

REFID CF_CODE1

0 

UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values CMI-

Validation 

MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_MDS 70825 . . . . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_VMD 70826 . . . . ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_CHAN 70827 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_TYPE 184336 . . . OPEN ✓ 

CLOSED ✓ 

COMBINATION ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_BED_STATE 184338 . . . BED_OPEN ✓ 

BED_PARTIALLY_OPEN ✓ 

BED_CLOSED ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_AIR_CURTAIN_STATE 184339 . . . AIR_CURTAIN_OFF ✓ 

AIR_CURTAIN_ON ✓ 

AIR_CURTAIN_USER_DISABL

ED 

✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_FAN_SPEED 184341 . . . FAN_SPEED_LOW ✓ 

FAN_SPEED_HIGH ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_TEMP_PATIENT_CHAN 70835 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_SKIN 150388 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 
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REFID CF_CODE1

0 

UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values CMI-

Validation 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_SKIN_SETTING 16927604 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_HEATER_RADIANT_CHAN 70843 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_MICROENV 184296 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_MICROENV_SETTING 16961512 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_TYPE 184337 . . . RADIANT ✓ 

NONE  

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_CNTRL_MODE 184340 . . . PATIENT ✓ 

AIR ✓ 

MANUAL ✓ 

. . 

MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_HEATER_CONVECTIVE_CHAN 

70839 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_MICROENV 184296 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_TEMP_MICROENV_SETTING 16961512 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_TYPE 184337 . . . RADIANT  

CONVECTIVE ✓ 

NONE  

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_HEAT_SINK_TEMP 184308 MDC_DIM_DEGC Cel 268192 . ✓ 

MDC_DIM_FAHR [degF] 266560 ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_HEAT_SINK_RESIST 184304 MDC_DIM_OHM Ohm 266432 .  

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_APPLIED_PWR 184300 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 .  

MDC_DIM_WATT W 266176 ✓ 

. . . MDC_MICROENV_HEATER_CNTRL_MODE 184340 . . . PATIENT ✓ 

AIR ✓ 

MANUAL ✓ 
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REFID CF_CODE1

0 

UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values CMI-

Validation 

. . MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_HUMIDITY_CHAN 0 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_REL_HUMIDITY_MICROENV 184292 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_REL_HUMIDITY_MICROENV_SETTING 16961508 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_O2_CHAN 0 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_CONC_O2_MICROENV 184288 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_CONC_O2_MICROENV_SETTING 16961504 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_CHAN 69635 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_ATTR_PT_WEIGHT_LAST 188792 MDC_DIM_G g 263872 . ✓ 

. MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_VMD 69642 . . . . ✓ 

. . MDC_DEV_ANALY_SAT_O2_CHAN 69643 . . . . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_SAT_O2 150456 MDC_DIM_PERCENT % 262688 . ✓ 

. . . MDC_PULS_OXIM_PULS_RATE 149530 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_

MIN 

{beat}/min 264864 .  

MDC_DIM_PER_MIN {count}/min 264672  

MDC_DIM_PULS_PER_M

IN 

{pulse}/min 264896 ✓ 

An important addition to this disclosure is the listing of enumerated values, e.g. the 

microenvironment bed state MDC_MICROENV_BED_STATE is { BED_OPEN, BED_PARTIALLY_OPEN, 

BED_CLOSED }.  Agreement regarding enumerated values is just as critical to interoperability as 

observation identifiers and units of measure are.31 

This example also illustrates the necessity of 

MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_HEATER_RADIANT_CHAN and 

MDC_DEV_INFANT_MICROENV_HEATER_CONVECTIVE_CHAN to disambiguate (the four) common 

metric and setting values conveyed by both channels.32 

The CMI-Validation column, deployed on the right-hand side of the table, can indicate the successful 

verification of the subset of units of measure or enumerated status information supported by the 

device and tested by The Center. 

 

  

                                                             

31 Some DOR vendors may prefer not to disclose their enumerated values for competitive or other reasons, and claim that all of 

their enumerated values are listed in the [hRTM].  Although such a claim indicates that interoperability is possible, it would not 

guarantee that a device met the needs for a specific clinical use case or scenario.  
32 Although providing an explicit HL7 V2 OBX segment to label channels in an IHE PCD DEC message is generally optional, 

it will be required in cases where it is necessary to disambiguate identically named metric and setting identifiers.  [This can be 

enforced using a relatively simple uniqueness rule applied to all VMD/CHAN/METRIC[site] ‘paths’ for a given device.] 
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Appendix II. Harmonized Rosetta for ECG 

Table III.1 shows the ECG numeric and status information typically reported by Device Observation 

Reporters (DORs) to Device Observation Consumers (DOCs) for monitored patients in the ICU, CCU, 

OR, and other acute care areas.  

Table II.1:  Harmonized Rosetta Example for ECG 

REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values External_Sites 

MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE_BTB 147850 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MIN {beat}/min {beats}/min 1/min 

/min 

264864 . . 

MDC_ECG_HEART_RATE 

MDC_ECG_CARD_BEAT_RATE 

147842 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MIN {beat}/min {beats}/min 1/min 

/min 

264864 . . 

MDC_ECG_PACED_BEAT_RATE 147626 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MIN {beat}/min {beats}/min 1/min 

/min 

264864 . . 

MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_RR_GL 147240 MDC_DIM_MILLI_SEC ms 264338 . . 

MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QTc 147236 MDC_DIM_MILLI_SEC ms 264338 . . 

MDC_ECG_TIME_PD_QT_GL 147232 MDC_DIM_MILLI_SEC ms 264338 . . 

MDC_ECG_ARRHY 148496 . . . MDC_ECG_PACING_NON_CAPT 

MDC_ECG_PACER_NOT_PACING 

MDC_ECG_PACED_BEAT 

MDC_ECG_BEAT_MISSED 

MDC_ECG_SV_P_C 

MDC_ECG_SV_BEAT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RonT 

MDC_ECG_SV_BEATS 

MDC_ECG_SV_P_C_FREQUENT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_PAIR 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RUN 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_MULTIFOCAL 

MDC_ECG_ECT_ABSENT 

MDC_ECG_PAUSE 

MDC_ECG_ASY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_LEARN 

MDC_ECG_LEARN_RHY 

MDC_ECG_BRADY 

MDC_ECG_TACHY 

MDC_ECG_PACED_RHY 

. 
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REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values External_Sites 

MDC_ECG_RHY_IRREG 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_BRADY 

MDC_ECG_SV_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_ATR_FIB 

MDC_ECG_V_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_IDIOV_RHY_ACCEL 

MDC_ECG_V_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TRIGEM_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_BIGEM_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TACHY_RHY_SUST 

MDC_ECG_V_FIB_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_FIB_RHY 

MDC_ECG_RHY_UNK 

MDC_ECG_ARTIFACT 

MDC_ECG_RHY_UNANALYZEABLE 

MDC_ECG_RHY_ABSENT 

MDC_ECG_RHY_NOS 

MDC_ECG_RHY 

MDC_ECG_STAT_ECT 184326 . . . MDC_ECG_PACING_NON_CAPT 

MDC_ECG_PACER_NOT_PACING 

MDC_ECG_PACED_BEAT 

MDC_ECG_BEAT_MISSED 

MDC_ECG_SV_P_C 

MDC_ECG_SV_BEAT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RonT 

MDC_ECG_SV_BEATS 

MDC_ECG_SV_P_C_FREQUENT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_PAIR 

. 
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REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values External_Sites 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RUN 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_MULTIFOCAL 

MDC_ECG_ECT_ABSENT 

MDC_ECG_STAT_RHY 184327 . . . MDC_ECG_PAUSE 

MDC_ECG_ASY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_LEARN 

MDC_ECG_LEARN_RHY 

MDC_ECG_BRADY 

MDC_ECG_TACHY 

MDC_ECG_PACED_RHY 

MDC_ECG_RHY_IRREG 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SINUS_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_BRADY 

MDC_ECG_SV_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_SV_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_ATR_FIB 

MDC_ECG_V_BRADY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_IDIOV_RHY_ACCEL 

MDC_ECG_V_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TRIGEM_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_BIGEM_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_TACHY_RHY_SUST 

MDC_ECG_V_FIB_TACHY_RHY 

MDC_ECG_V_FIB_RHY 

MDC_ECG_RHY_UNK 

MDC_ECG_ARTIFACT 

MDC_ECG_RHY_UNANALYZEABLE 

MDC_ECG_RHY_ABSENT 

MDC_ECG_RHY_NOS 

MDC_ECG_RHY 

. 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_CNT 148065 MDC_DIM_BEAT {beat} {beats} 1 263232 . . 
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REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values External_Sites 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_COUNT 

MDC_ECG_V_P_C_RATE 148066 MDC_DIM_BEAT_PER_MIN {beat}/min {beats}/min 1/min 

/min 

264864 . . 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST 131840 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AI 131973 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AS 131972 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVF 131904 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVL 131903 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_AVR 131902 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV1 131873 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV2 131874 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV3 131875 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV4 131876 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV5 131877 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_dV6 131878 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_ES 131971 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_I 131841 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_II 131842 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_III 131901 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 
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REFID CF_CODE10 UOM_MDC UOM_UCUM CF_UCODE10 Enum_Values External_Sites 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL 131931 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL1 131932 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_MCL6 131937 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V 131927 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V1 131843 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V2 131844 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V3 131845 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V4 131846 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V5 131847 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

MDC_ECG_AMPL_ST_V6 131848 MDC_DIM_MILLI_VOLT mV 266418 . . 

MDC_DIM_MICRO_VOLT uV 266419 

 

Note:  This information was originally obtained from the NIST RTMMS [NIST-hRTM] with the 

exception that the proposed Enum_Values listed for MDC_ECG_ARRHY, MDC_ECG_STAT_ECT, and 

MDC_ECG_STAT_RHY have been added on an informative basis to this table.  After they have been 

reviewed and approved by all interested parties, they will be incorporated in the NIST RTMMS 

hRTM. 

MDC_ECG_STAT_ECT and MDC_ECG_STAT_RHY are used together as a pair.  MDC_ECG_STAT_RHY 

indicates cardiac rhythms and other events of a sustained nature, whereas MDC_ECG_STAT_ECT 

indicates ectopic and other events that typically occur over a shorter period of time.  The benefit of 

using the pair is that short-term ectopic rhythms and events are less likely to interfere with the 

indication of sustained rhythms, especially if minute-by-minute snapshots of the current rhythm 

state are shown.  In contrast, MDC_ECG_ARRHY draws from both sets of enumerations to report a 

single value, but could hide other useful rhythm information. 
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Appendix III. IHE Integration Statement Example (Informative)  

IHE Integration Statements indicate the IHE Integration Profiles, Actors, and Options that are 

implemented by a product. Vendors are permitted to publish Integration Statements on their Web 

sites and provide them in response to an RFP. 

An Integration Statement is a claim made by the vendor to the consumer.  Although vendors are not 

required to test the system in question at an IHE Connectathon before publishing an Integration 

Statement, the Center should require that the Medical Device or Gateway demonstrate that it passes 

the NIST Pre-Connectathon ‘isolated’ tests and Connectathon ‘instance’ tests for the Profiles, Actors, 

and Options listed in the basic Integration Statement.  In addition, vendors disclose the most recent 

date of passing testing at a Connectathon, the version of the software tested, the domain specific 

Technical Frameworks, Profiles, Actors, and Options and that the commercially available version is 

the one that was tested.  

IHE Integration Statement  

Vendor  Product Name  Version  Date  

  

Integrated Medical Systems  

  

  

DataView Central Station  

  

V2.0  

  

17 Oct 2016 

This product implements all transactions required in the IHE TF to support the IHE Integration Profiles, Actors, and 

Options listed below:  

Integration Profiles Implemented Actors Implemented Options Implemented 

Device Enterprise Communication  Device Observation Reporter 

Device Observation Filter 

CT, MLLP, PAM 

Alert Communication Management Alert Reporter none 

 Web address for vendor’s IHE information: www.integratedmedicalsystems.com/ihe 

  

Links to Standards Conformance Statements for Implementation  

HL7  www.integratedmedicalsystem.com/devices/HL7 

IHE at Integrated Medical Systems www.integratedmedicalsystem.com/IHE 

Links to general IHE information  

In North America: www.ihe.net 

In Europe: www.ihe-europe.org 

 

http://www.rsna.org/IHE
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Integration statements are included in the IHE Product Registry at http://product-registry.ihe.net/ 

and the official IHE policy regarding Conformance Statements is available at https://product-

registry.ihe.net/PR/pr/introPR.seam. 

  

http://product-registry.ihe.net/
https://product-registry.ihe.net/PR/pr/introPR.seam
https://product-registry.ihe.net/PR/pr/introPR.seam
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